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INTRODUCTION
The lollypop darter, Etheostoma neopterum Howell and Dingerkus, the crown darter,
Etheostoma corona Page and Ceas, and the egg-mimic darter, Etheostoma oseudovulatum
Page and Ceas, are three species of percid fishes that are potential candidates for federal
listing as threatened or endangered species. The three species belong to the Etheostoma
squamiceps complex (collectively referred to as the spottail darters) of the subgenus
Catonotus, a group of 10 morphologically similar species that exhibits extremely
specialized habitat requirements and reproductive habits (Page, 1983; Page et al., 1992).
Members of the Etheostoma squamiceps complex live in upland headwater streams of
central Tennessee and Kentucky and extreme southern Illinois and Indiana, with one
species endemic to the Coastal Plain in western Kentucky (Page et al., 1992). These small-
stream ecosystems are under almost constant manipulation and continue to be degraded, so
much so that Etnier and Starnes (1991) suggested the unique high-quality habitats found
within these streams are jeopardized. Recently, one species in the complex, the relict
darter, Etheostoma chienense Page and Ceas, was listed as federally endangered (Biggins,
1992) and a second species, the barrens darter, Etheostoma forbesi Page and Ceas, is being
considered for federal protection (D. Biggins, pers. comm.). These species have restricted
distributions and limited spawning areas that render them susceptible to any significant
adverse modification or destruction of their habitat. The three target species of this report
also are limited in distribution; hence the consideration for federal listing.
The lollypop darter is known historically from a small subregion of the Shoal Creek
system (Tennessee River drainage) of northwestern Alabama and south-central Tennessee
(Fig. 1). Within the Shoal Creek system the species is limited historically to a few streams
draining the western portion of the watershed in Lauderdale County, Alabama, and
Lawrence and Wayne counties in Tennessee (Page et al., 1992). The entire range of the
species encompasses less than 135 square miles. Although currently not listed as a
protected species in either state, the lollypop darter is under consideration for endangered
status in Tennessee (Peggy Shute, pers. comm.).
The crown darter is known only from the Cypress Creek watershed (Fig. 1), a small
(approx. 250 square miles) tributary system of the Tennessee River that drains portions of
Lauderdale County, Alabama, and Wayne County, Tennessee (Page et al., 1992). The
crown darter is listed as endangered in Tennessee but does not have any status in Alabama.
It is listed as a Category 2 species by the USFWS in the most recent Notice of Review
(Drewry, 1994).
In addition to being under contract with the TWRA to conduct status surveys for the
crown and lollypop darters, we were asked by Richard Biggins (USFWS, Office of
Endangered Species, Asheville, NC Field Office) to conduct a status survey for the egg-
mimic darter. The egg-mimic darter is known historically from four tributaries of the Duck
River (Tennessee River drainage) in western Hickman and southwestern Dickson counties,
Tennessee (Page et al., 1992; Fig. 1), with the entire range of the species encompassing
approximately 370 square miles. The species is listed as endangered in Tennessee and is
listed as a Category 2 species by the USFWS (Drewry, 1994).
The primary objectives of this study were to (1) acquire information on the status of
the lollypop, crown, and egg-mimic darters to assist the Fish and Wildlife Service in
determining if these species should be proposed for protection at the federal level and (2)
provide information pertinent to potential recovery and management measures for the
species. These objectives were accomplished through a review of the literature and historic
collection records, a survey of known populations and potentially suitable habitat, and an
assessment of threats to the species.
We report here the findings of the status surveys of the lollypop, crown, and egg-
mimic darters and a near-comprehensive review and summary of the literature related to
their taxonomy, identification, biology, and distribution. This report is submitted as the
final report in fulfillment of an agreement with the Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency,
Nongame and Endangered Species Office, Nashville, TN.
The fringed darter, Etheostoma crossopterum Braasch and Mayden, and blackfin
darter, Etheostoma nigripinne Braasch and Mayden, are two additional members of the
Etheostoma squamiceps complex that also occur in headwater streams of the Shoal Creek
system (Fig. 1). During the course of this status survey the distribution of each species
within the Shoal Creek system was determined; therefore, information concerning the
distribution and identification of these two species is also presented below.
STUDY AREAS
Cypress Creek and Shoal Creek are south-flowing tributaries of the Tennessee River
in extreme northern Alabama and south-central Tennessee (Fig. 1). The Duck River
system is a major tributary system of the Tennessee River that drains a substantial portion
of central Tennessee; Piney River and Beaverdam Creek, two tributaries central to this
study, drain portions of Hickman and Dickson counties (Fig. 1).
Shoal Creek.-Shoal Creek originates in Lawrence and Wayne counties,
Tennessee, and flows south through Lauderdale County, Alabama, before emptying into
the Tennessee River a few miles northeast of Florence. It is bordered on the west by the
Cypress Creek and Indian Creek systems, on the north by the Buffalo River system, and
on the east by the Sixmile Creek, Bluewater Creek, and Elk River systems (Fig. 1). Major
tributary systems, which are all located to the west or north of the mainstem, include Butler
Creek, Holly Creek, Factory Creek, Chisholm Creek, Knob Creek, Crowson Creek, and
Little Shoal Creek (Fig. 2). The streams generally have a moderate gradient, and waters
run clear in the nonpolluted streams. The entire headwater system east of Lawrenceburg
was almost completely dry during April; elsewhere the streams seem to be well watered
throughout the year.
The dominant substrate in nearly every tributary system in Lawrence and Lauderdale
counties (i.e., Crowson Creek, Chisholm Creek, the lower reaches of Butler and Little
Butler creeks, and tributaries draining the east slope of the basin) is bedrock and slabrock
with pockets of gravel. Factory Creek, with the exception of the extreme headwater
tributaries, also is primarily slabrock. The headwaters of Pond Creek and the upper half of
Knob Creek are a mixture of cobble and gravel, while the lower half of Knob Creek is the
ubiquitous slabrock. Holly Creek has a mixture of hardpacked cobble and gravel, so hard
in fact that it can be difficult to move with one's foot; this hardpacked substrate is clearly
one of the main natural factors limiting the abundance of spottail darters in certain
headwaters. The extreme headwaters of Factory Creek, an unnamed tributary of Holly
Creek, and the headwaters of the three main branches of Butler Creek possess a very
different type of substrate. All of these streams have a somewhat shifting gravel-sand-
cobble substrate that is easy to sift through with one's foot or hand. This habitat will prove
to be critical in the distribution of the lollypop darter.
Agriculture is extensive in Lawrence County in the relatively flat watersheds of upper
Knob, Pond, Crowson, Little Shoal, and Shoal creeks, and clear-cutting is a common
practice throughout the remainder of the basin. Also, the headwaters of Crowson Creek,
Little Shoal Creek, and Shoal Creek are being encroached by the continued expansion of
the city of Lawrenceburg, and throughout the Shoal Creek system small subdivisions are
being developed and some of the small communities continue to expand. The combination
of these three factors results in some severe degradation of numerous streams; a few
examples are provided in Part VII.
Cypress Creek.-The numerous tributaries of Cypress Creek originate in the
southern portion of Wayne County and in north-central Lauderdale County. The watershed
is relatively short, being nearly as wide as it is long. The mainstem of Cypress Creek
empties into the Tennessee River just northeast of the Florence sewage treatment plant in
Lauderdale County, Alabama. Cypress Creek is bordered on the west by a few small direct
tributaries of the Tennessee River, on the north by the Indian Creek and Shoal Creek
systems, and on the east by the Shoal Creek system (Fig. 1). Major tributary systems
include Cox Creek, Little Cypress Creek, Lindsey Creek, Burcham Creek, and Middle
Cypress Creek (Fig. 2). The streams seem to be well watered throughout the year, have
moderate gradient, and the waters run clear.
The dominant substrate in the majority of the basin is a coarse cobble-gravel mixed
with sand. Most of the headwaters in Wayne County lie in the East Gulf Coastal Plain, and
the substrate here tends to be somewhat more sandy with occasional stretches of clay, or a
conglomerate material that can resemble concrete aggregate.
Agriculture and clear-cutting are much less damaging to the watershed than in Shoal
Creek. Accordingly, the water quality and the quality of the aquatic habitats seem overall to
be superior to the Shoal Creek system.
Stream systems adjacent to Shoal and Cypress creeks.-Colbert Creek
and Sinking Creek (Fig. 2) also were sampled to determine if crown darters or blackfin
darters inhabited these nearby systems. Sinking Creek is a sluggish lowland system that
does not contain suitable habitat; Colbert Creek, while upland in nature, has an extremely
hardpacked cobble-gravel substrate that seems unsuitable for spottail darters.
Many of the remaining stream systems in Lauderdale County, Alabama, and many of
the stream systems in Colbert, Lawrence, Limestone, Madison, and Morgan counties were
sampled extensively by Maurice Mettee, Stuart McGregor, Tom Shepard, and Pat O'Neil
of the Geological Survey of Alabama (GSA) during 1991-1994. They collected the fringed
darter in one stream (Sixmile Creek), and found the blackfin darter to inhabit Sixmile Creek
and the remaining stream systems. These surveys are valuable in that they (1) support the
historical records that indicated that the blackfin darter is the only spottail darter to inhabit
the stream systems of the Middle Tennessee River (excluding Cypress Creek, Shoal Creek,
and Sixmile Creek); (2) support the historical records that indicate that the lollypop and
crown darters are endemic to Shoal Creek and Cypress Creek, respectively; and (3) also
6identified numerous populations of the blackfin darter that were not documented in the
literature. These populations are included in Figure 1. Also included in Fig. 1 are updated
records for the dirty darter, Etheostoma olivaceum Braasch and Page, and barrens darter,
Etheostoma forbesi Page and Ceas, given by Layman et al. (1993) and Madison (1994),
respectively.
Duck River tributaries.-The study area for the egg-mimic darter encompasses
the Beaverdam Creek and Piney River systems and numerous direct tributaries of the Duck
River in Hickman and Dickson counties (Fig. 3). We were able to limit the survey to this
small portion of the Duck River because fairly extensive surveys by us and others
(summarized in Page et al., 1992) had determined more-or-less the range limits of this
species. Streams in this area range from moderate to high gradient, and the waters
generally run clear.
In the Piney River system the substrate of most headwaters consists of slabrock to the
east of the mainstem river and a chert-gravel mixture to the west The Beaverdam Creek
system is composed of the chert-gravel mixture which is often hardpacked throughout the
length of a particular stream. The substrate in the remaining smaller tributaries varies; some
are the chert-gravel combination (i.e., Wolf Creek), some are slabrock (Trace Creek), and
others are a chert-gravel-sand combination (Happy Hollow and Only creeks). Many of
these small streams were dry during every visit and must have flowing water only after
periods of heavy or continuous rains.
The Piney River system is bordered to the north by the Cumberland River system and
to the east by Defeated Creek and Lick Creek, systems that are inhabited by the fringed
darter. To the west is Sugar Creek, which is inhabited by the blackfin darter (Fig. 1). The
blackfin darter also inhabits tributaries of the Duck River along the south side of the River.
Silviculture does not seem to be widespread; however, small agricultural fields and
feedlots dot the landscape causing localized segments of streams to be badly degraded.
Streambed removal of the chert is common and widespread in the Beaverdam Creek
system, and suburban encroachment by the city of Dickson on the upper Piney River
system, notably in the East Fork, has begun.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Historical information.-All known historical and contemporary literature
regarding the target species was reviewed and relevant findings are summarized or
referenced herein. Collection records of twelve institutions (AMNH, AUM, CU, GSA,
INHS, KU, SIUC, TU, UAIC, UMMZ, USNM, UT) were accessed to compile a list of
known historical localities (see Appendices I-IV for complete locality information for each
of the target species and for E. crossopterum and E. nigripinne and see Figures 4 and 5 for
the historical distribution of these species). The holdings were either borrowed for
examination or were examined at their respective institutions by Page et al. (1992), and the
holdings at GSA, INHS, SIUC, UAIC, UMMZ, USNM, and UT were re-accessed during
this study to identify any post-1991 collections. Institutional acronyms follow Leviton et
al. (1985) and Leviton and Gibbs (1988). Standard length (SL) is used throughout when
size is reported.
Collecting techniques.-Collections were made, using a standard 1/8 inch mesh
dipnet or a 10 foot by 5 foot 1/8 inch mesh minnow seine, for 15 minutes to 2 hours
depending upon stream size, species abundance, and presence of potentially suitable
habitat These fishes are usually very secretive, and "hunting" for them with a dipnet often
proves to be the most efficient method of capture. With either the dipnet or seine the most
effective method is usually a kick-set, where the dipnet/seine is positioned immediately
downstream of the target area (undercut bank, slab rock, etc.) and the fish are forced to flee
into the net by vigorous kicking or leg-sweeping motions by the collectors. Pulling seine-
hauls through the quiet pools also can be quite effective in capturing females, nonbreeding
males, and juveniles. At several sites yielding the target species we recorded stream width,
depth, substrate composition, and cover at the site of capture. Color 35 mm slides were
taken of each of the target species and of some stream localities mentioned in this report.
Localities in Tennessee were located using Tennessee county maps compiled and designed
by C. J. Puetz, Lyndon Station, WI, and compared for accuracy to the Tennessee Atlas and
Gazetteer published by DeLorne Mapping, Freeport, ME. Localities in Lauderdale County,
Alabama, were located using the general highway map of Lauderdale County prepared by
the Alabama Highway Department of Surveying and Mapping Division.
Besides work conducted by the INHS, the only recent (i.e., post-1990) and
substantial collecting in the headwater streams of Cypress and Shoal creeks was conducted
by Stuart McGregor and others from the Geological Survey of Alabama (GSA) during
general collecting for the upcoming book "Fishes of Alabama" and also during a population
status survey of the slackwater darter, Etheostoma boshungi Wall and Williams, conducted
from late 1991 to early 1994 (McGregor and Shepard, 1995). Since these sites were
sampled thoroughly within the past 3 years and the results of these surveys were graciously
made available to us, it was deemed unnecessary to repeat the extensive work conducted by
the GSA.
In Appendices V and VI the term "Present" indicates that less than 10 individuals
were collected in an 20-30 minute interval of sampling, and no large breeding population
exists; "common" indicates that more than 10 individuals were collected in 20-30 minutes
of sampling, and 3-5 breeding males with nests were present; "abundant" indicates that
more than 20 individuals were collected in 15-20 minutes of sampling, and breeding males
and nests were numerous (i.e., pools supporting 5-10 breeding males guarding their nests
were observed frequently).
Status surveys for the lollypop and crown darters.-The results of these
surveys encompass data from the sampling of 191 localities (Fig. 6) in the Cypress Creek,
Shoal Creek, and adjacent stream systems during the past 3 years (see Appendix V for
complete locality information, brief habitat descriptions of some localities, and population
9status of the species collected). One hundred and sixty localities were surveyed by INHS
personnel during four collecting trips, one each in August 1994 and November 1994, and
two in April 1995. Thirty one sites were surveyed by GSA personnel, primarily in 1992
and 1993, with four of these sites (sites 89, 91, 102, 106, and 108) resurveyed by INHS
personnel. One hundred and fifteen sites in the Shoal Creek system were sampled for
lollypop darters (13 of the 16 known historical localities were resurveyed), and 61 sites in
the Cypress Creek system were sampled for crown darters (32 of the 48 known historical
localities were resurveyed). Ten sites in the Sinking Creek, four sites in the Colbert Creek,
and one site in the Sixmile Creek systems were also sampled. Figure 6 shows the
distribution of all sites sampled and those few historical sites that were not sampled.
Status survey for the egg-mimic darter.-The results of this survey
encompass data from the sampling of 46 localities (see Appendix VI for complete locality
information) by INHS personnel during one collecting trip in November 1994 and one in
April 1995. Ten of the 12 known historical localities were resurveyed. Figure 7 shows the
distribution of all sites sampled and the two historical sites that were not sampled.
Morphological descriptions.-In describing the second dorsal-fin patterns, the
term "window" is used to refer to a clear to light yellow area that is restricted or mostly
restricted to a fin membrane. An oval refers to a clear to yellow round (or dumbbell-
shaped) area wholly or mostly restricted to a ray. A bar (or crescent) refers to a clear to
yellow rectangular area (or crescent) that crosses a ray, and a band refers to a light or dark
stripe extending across a large portion of a fin. Only those characters needed to distinguish
the various species mentioned in this report are presented; for complete and detailed
descriptions and comparisons of all members of the E. squamiceps complex refer to Page et
al. (1992).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All three target species and the fringed and blackfin darters are members of the E.
squamiceps complex, commonly referred to as the spottail darters. Being members of this
complex, they share a most recent common ancestor and are therefore more closely related
to each other than to members of other groups of darters, such as the riffle-inhabiting
species of the subgenus Nothonotus (e.g., the coppercheek darter, E. auali).
Additionally, the spottail darters share many morphological and life history traits (general
pigmentation patterns, reproductive behaviors, food habits, etc.) that are essentially the
same for each species.
In an effort to consolidate information, we present below information in Part I
detailing the traits common to all species (i.e., identification versus other species, general
description, habitat, food habits, ecology, reproduction, early development and migration,
and critical habitat). In Parts I-VI we present, for each species respectively, a brief
taxonomic history, distinguishing characteristics of the breeding males, comparisons to
other spottail darters, the results of the surveys and the distribution and abundance of each
species, and a summary of population and habitat trends. In Part VII we present a
summary of factors affecting the distribution and abundance of the target species, in Part
Vm we discuss the potential for management and restoration of the species, and in Part IX
we suggest research needs and programs.
PART I. MORPHOLOGICAL AND LIFE HISTORY TRAITS COMMON TO ALL
SPOTTAIL DARTERS
Identification of the target species versus potentially sympatric species
that are similar in appearance.-Within the study areas there are a few other species
of darters that are commonly found in the same streams inhabited by the spottail darters.
Some of these darters are superficially similar in appearance to female and nonbreeding
male spottail darters. Fortunately, females and nonbreeding males of all of the target
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species share certain morphological characteristics that allow one to determine quickly if a
particular fish is a member of the E. squamiceps complex or is simply a morphologically
similar, but nonrelated, sympatric species. These characteristics (and the sympatric species
from which the target species are distinguished) are as follows: nape and prepectoral area
scaled (unscaled in the fantail darter, E. flabellare), vertical row of three black spots
(obscured on breeding males; occasionally only the middle spot is darkened on females) at
origin of caudal fin (spots absent in E. flabellare), infraorbital canal uninterrupted or only
narrowly interrupted (widely interrupted in E. flabellare), dorsal fin spines usually eight or
nine (10 or more in the slackwater darter, E. boschung), anal spines two (one in the
tuscumbia darter, E. tuscumbia), bright red/orange pigment on body or fins absent (present
in the rainbow darter, E. caeruleum, orangethroat darter, E. spectabile, and E. boschungi).
General description of pigmentation.-The females and nonbreeding males of
all three target species, and of the fringed and blackfin darters, are essentially identical in
pigmentation patterns; therefore, we present a general description of pigmentation patterns
that is applicable to all species. Warren and Burr (1991), in their status survey of the
related relict darter, E. chienense, paraphrased (with the authors' approval) the unpublished
description of the "Etheostoma squamiceps complex" from Page et al. (1992). This
paraphrased description is essentially repeated below. The breeding males (Plate 1)
develop species-specific pigmentation and ornamentation in the second dorsal fin (Plate 2)
and are relatively easy to distinguish; descriptions of each are given in the appropriate
sections.
Females and nonbreeding males have a pattern of brown mottling on a light tan
background (Plate 3A, 3B); this mottling coalesces occasionally into 9-13 small blotches
along or slightly below the lateral line. The anterior lateral-line pores are occasionally clear,
forming a pale line against a darker mottled background. The dorsum coloration is
variable, usually similar to the sides, but somewhat paler and crossed by 6-8 small dark
brown saddles. The venter is white and unmarked. The head has dark pre- and post-
orbital bars. The caudal fin base has three vertical black spots and a black humeral spot is
present (Plate 3A). The first dorsal fin is clear except for faint brown basal and marginal
bands; the membrane is thickened at the base and slightly thickened at the tips of the spines.
The second dorsal fin possesses clusters of melanophores along the rays that form 4-7
interrupted brown bands and a faint basal band; the interradial membranes extend to the
distal end of the rays; the base of the fmi is thickened. The pectoral fins are clear (or with 5-
8 brown bands); the pelvic and anal fins are clear.
Males in breeding condition are gray or dark brown on the dorsum and sides and light
tan on the venter. The head and nape are greatly swollen and black; the dark coloration
obscures the nonbreeding pigmentation. Territorial and spawning males have alternating
white and black bars on the side of the body (see Plate 1A and 1B for individuals with faint
bars).
The breeding males of each species differ markedly and can be identified using
morphological and pigmentation characteristics of the second dorsal fin, which contain egg-
mimicking structures. Additionally, females and nonbreeding males ofE.neopterum.
E.cor2na, and E.pseudovulatum can be distinguished using certain morphological and
meristic characteristics. For each species this information is presented in the sections titled
"Distinguishing characteristics" and "Comparisons to other spottail darters."
Habitat.-All species of the E. squamiceps complex occupy the same general
habitat. Adults are concentrated in cool, clear springs, headwaters, and small creeks in
quiet to gently flowing pools, usually over gravel mixed with sand and under or near cover
such as slab rocks, fallen tree branches, undercut banks, exposed submerged tree roots, or
mats of aquatic vegetation (Plate 3C).
Substrates occupied differ with physiographic region, but this is due usually to the
geological make-up of the stream bottom and is not due to some innate preference to a
particular substrate; for example, the crown darter (Cypress Creek system) is usually found
over a cobble substrate mixed with gravel and sand, whereas the egg-mimic darter (Piney
River and nearby streams) is frequently found over slab rock bottoms. The headwaters of
the Cypress Creek system consists of a cobble-gravel-sand mixture and slab rocks are rare
to nonexistant, whereas most headwater streams in the Piney River system and
surrounding streams consist of a bedrock or slabrock bottom (an exception is the
Beaverdam Creek system, in which the substrate is a cobble-gravel-sand mixture).
The distributions of two species, the lollypop darter and fringed darter, seem to be
correlated with specific substrates. The lollypop darter is found in streams with a
somewhat shifting gravel-sand-cobble substrate. The fringed darter throughout its range
inhabits streams with a bedrock and slabrock substrate. It is unknown at the present time if
the lollypop darter "prefers" headwaters consisting of a shifting gravel-sand-cobble
substrate or if it is forced to live in these streams because the fringed darter, a species that
grows to a larger body size, simply outcompetes the smaller lollypop darter for the prime
bedrock-slabrock headwaters. In either case, stream substrate may be responsible in large
part for the distribution of these two species within the Shoal Creek system, where the
majority of the headwater systems have bedrock-slabrock substrates.
It is not unusual to find waifs in the larger streams (i.e., Cypress Creek proper), but
rarely are the species common. As an example, on page 2 of Appendix II there are listed
records of the crown darter from Cypress Creek in Alabama (sites 40,42, and 67). At
sites 40 and 42 Cypress Creek is no longer a creek but rather a small river, and them is
simply not enough suitable habitat available to support a large population; however, site 67
is located where Cypress Creek is just a small creek and contains ample amount of habitat
suitable for the crown darter, and this species is common at this locality (reconfirmed on 17
April 1995).
It is of utmost importance to note that, within a given headwater stream, suitable
habitat does not occur throughout the entire length of the stream but is quite localized.
Upland streams generally are a combination of pools, riffles, and runs. However, many of
the smallest headwaters are relatively high gradient streams consisting entirely of riffles
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(torrents) and runs, and, therefore, do not even possess the quiet pools essential to spottail
darters. Also, if the surrounding terrain is a compacted cobble-gravel material, then (1) the
stream bed is likely to be compacted and males can not excavate nesting sites, and (2)
undercut banks are usually poorly developed, limiting the amount of exposed vegetation
used as vital cover for females and nonbreeding males (see the first and final paragraphs of
the "Essential Habitat" section, pages 17-18).
Food Habits.-Food habits of the three target species are unknown but presumed
to be similar, if not identical, to E. crossopterum and E. squamiceps. Page (1974)
determined that aquatic insect larvae, primarily chironomids, are the most commonly eaten
organisms. Adults feed mainly on chironomids, caddisflies, amphipods, isopods, and
occasionally on small crayfish; juveniles feed on microcrustaceans (copepods, cladocera,
and ostracods) and chironomid larvae.
Ecology.-As with other members of the E. suamiceps complex (Page, 1974,
1980; Page et al., 1992), males grow to a larger size than females and are territorial during
the breeding season. The largest male and female lollypop darters are 63.7 mm (INHS
35945) and 52.2 mm (INHS 35693), respectively; male and female egg-mimic darters
reach similar maximum sizes. The crown darter grows to a considerably larger size, with
males regularly exceeding lengths of 73 mm and females reaching lengths of 60 mm.
Individuals can live four years, but even those that reach maturity usually survive less than
three year (Page, 1983).
In our survey, the species most frequently associated with the three target species
(i.e., captured at the same locality but not necessarily the same microhabitat) included the
central stoneroller, Campostoma anomalum. creek chub, Semotilus atromaculatus. rosyside
dace, Clinostomus funduloides, banded sculpin, Cotts carolinae. green sunfish, Lepomis
canellus, and fantail darter, Etheostoma flabellare. Other commonly collected species
included the striped shiner, Luxilus chrvsocephalus. southern redbelly dace, Phoxinus
ervthrogaster, blacknose dace, Rhinichths atratulus, northern hogsucker, Hypentelium
nigricans, longear sunfish, Lepomis megalotis, northern studfish, Fundulus catenatus,
rainbow darter, Etheostoma caeruleum, and Tennessee snubnose darter, Etheostoma
simoterum. Species found only with the crown darter include the flame chub, Hemitemia
flammeal species found only with the lollypop darter include the warpaint shiner, Luxilus
coccogenis; the blackside snubnose darter, E. duryi, occurs with the lollypop and crown
darters; and E. spectabile occurs only with the egg-mimic darter.
The mud puppy, Necturs maculosus, and banded sculpin, Cottus carolinae, are
known predators of E. neopterum (Howell and Dingerkus, 1978).
Reproduction.-No published information exists on reproduction in any of the
target species; however, our personal observations (laboratory and field observations)
agree with information published for other members of the E. squamiceps complex (Page,
1974, 1980); the following description is modified from Page (1974).
Males and females mature at one year of age at about 40 and 35 mm, respectively.
Females will spawn at age 1+, but males do not spawn until age 2+ presumably because
they are not large enough to establish and hold a territory.
In early spring, a few days or weeks before spawning, males begin to select cavities
under slab rocks, cobble, fallen tree branches, or other suitable substrate that has a smooth
flat surface (e.g., we have observed males guarding nests under artificial objects such as
plywood, barnboards, highway signs, broken drainage tiles, cinder blocks, etc.). The
males shake their tails repeatedly and vigorously under the stone, forcing out silt, debris
and small gravel thereby enlarging the cavity. These cavities, which the male vigorously
defends against intruders, are always free of silt and debris; lifting a stone that did not
harbor a male always released a cloud of small debris and silt. The substrate immediately
in front of the nest opening is also cleared of debris, allowing one to frequently detect nest
sites just by peering down into the water (Plate 3D).
Spawning occurs from late March through May (shorter if there are prolonged
periods of inclimate weather for a particular season). Water temperatures vary from 14°C
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to 250 C. Preceding spawning, males periodically left the nest stone to court females. After
joining a male under his nest, a female usually remains passive while the male continues to
court her by darting about, displaying his bold barred pattern, spreading his fins, and
nudging the female with his snout. Eventually the female begins moving about, arching
her head upward, and holding her snout near the underside of the stone apparently selecting
a site for egg deposition. After nosing around the nest-stone for a time, the female rolls to
one side and simultaneously rises to press her venter against the underside of the stone.
Usually almost immediately the male rolls to the same side and positions himself tightly
alongside and slightly overlapping the female, in an inverted head-to-head position.
Pressed against the stone, the female begins quivering slightly, barely moving forward as
she does so, and laying a series of two to five eggs on the underside of the stone. As she
lays the eggs, the male trembles and releases sperm. Both fish then return immediately to a
right-side-up position beneath the stone for a short time (15 seconds to several minutes)
before courting by the male begins the sequence again. The female spawns repeatedly with
the male, gradually depositing a single-layer cluster of eggs (Plate 3E) that can number over
250.
Once the female is spent she either leaves the nest or is chased out by the male who
remains and tenaciously guards the eggs until hatching. Males have been observed to fend
off potential predators (such as crayfish) and keep the eggs free of silt and small aquatic
organisms; diseased or dead eggs are eaten by the male. Incubation periods range from
125 hours (5.2 days) at 22-260 C to 270 hours (11.25 days) at 18-220C to >16 days at 14-
180C.
Males will court and mate with more than one female. It is not unusual to find nests
with eggs from two or more females, each clutch at a different stage of development.
Counts and estimates of the number of eggs (each approximately 1.8 mm in diameter) per
nest range up to 1500.
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In pools containing high concentrations of nests, separate nest-stones were found as
close as 200 mm from one another, in some cases large slab rocks contained two or more
males, each guarding a separate cluster of eggs. In these instances the nests were separated
from one another by substrate material when the rock was in place in the stream.
Early development and migration.-After hatching in the headwater pools, the
fry find refuge among the gravel substrate or fractured bedrock. At 12 mm juveniles have
essentially the same morphology as adults but are without scales on the nape, breast, and
belly, and are without a lateral line canal (which nears full development by 19 mm). The
young disperse throughout the respective stream systems, moving mostly downstream, but
they always live among cover such as undercut banks, etc. As they approach 1 year of
age, the darters return to the upstream headwaters where they generally remain for the rest
of their lives (Page, 1974; 1983). The dispersal as young and subsequent return to the
headwaters at one year of age are the only major migratory movements.
An indication of the magnitude of the upstream spring migration of 1-year-old E.
squamiceps was given by Page (1974). Upstream movement was blocked by a bridge dam
on a headwater tributary of Big Creek, Hardin County, Illinois, on 30 March 1973.
Darters were unable to get past the bridge and were concentrated in large numbers in the
pool immediately downstream. One seine haul covering approximately 4 square meters
yielded over 50 1-year-old (11 months) individuals.
Essential Habitat.-In streams supporting the largest populations the water is
cool and clear, flow in the pools is slight but perceptible, and the shallow (usually less than
300 mm, or twelve inches) edges of the stream harbor numerous undercut banks and
exposed root masses that are often present along the entire length of the pool. The
juveniles, females, and nonbrceding males live on or inside the tangled network of instream
cover and rarely venture far from it.
In streams where the riparian edge has been removed or seriously degraded, erosion
tends to cover the stream bottom with silt and destroy the critical instream cover. Water
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temperatures are elevated from lack of shade, and breeding males are unable to keep the
nests free of the tremendous silt loads; this siltation then suffocates the eggs from oxygen
and kills the larvae. Spring-fed streams (which are constantly replenished with cool, clean
water) may continue to support substantial populations; however, streams that rely on a
riparian edge to retain high water quality can quickly become devoid of darters or may be
able to support relatively insignificant populations if the riparian edge is removed. In short,
those streams in the most pristine condition (i.e., not channelized, riparian edge still intact,
etc.) support the largest populations.
The highest concentration of nests are found in the shallow pools in headwaters
where the stream beds are 2-6 m wide. The pools are scattered with slab rocks or large
cobble, and the substrate (if it is not bedrock) consists of a firm but yet moderately shifting
gravel-sand mixture.
The size of the object under which the male constructs a nesting site varies
tremendously; we have seen nests under objects over 1 m2 and as little as 100 cm 2. What is
of importance seems to be the substrate upon which the potential nesting object rests. If the
stream substrate is bedrock with fractured pieces of slab, then the slab rock pieces (i.e, the
spawning substrate) must be resting on gravel, other slab pieces, etc., to allow for an
opening high enough (usually 1.5 - 2.5 cm, but often as high as 3.5 cm) that allows the
male to move freely about underneath the slab yet make contact with the ceiling. If the
potential nesting object rests on gravel or sand, then this material must be loose enough for
the male to remove it and enlarge the cavity, but must not be so loose that the enlarged
cavity collapses by the weight of the nest-stone or is quickly filled with shifting gravel-
sand. If the substrate is a mixture of hardpacked or compacted cobble-gravel-sand, then
the males will not be able to excavate nesting cavities and the stream is essentially useless
as a spawning ground.
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PART II. ETHEOSTOMA NEOPTERULM HOWELL AND DINGERKUS
LOLLYPOP DARTER
PLATE 1A
Taxonomic comments.-Etheostoma neopterum was described from Little Butler
Creek, Shoal Creek system, Wayne County, Tennessee, by Howell and Dingerkus (1978).
The distribution was described as bipartite, with one population in the Shoal creek system
in northern Alabama and southern Tennessee and the other population in tributaries of the
lower Tennessee River as far upstream (i.e., south) as Lick Creek, Decatur County,
Tennessee. Braasch and Mayden (1985) documented the presence of two additional
populations of "E. neopterum" in the Bayou de Chien, a tributary of the Mississippi River
in western Kentucky, and in the Piney River and Beaverdam Creek - both tributaries of the
Duck River in central Tennessee. Page et al. (1992) determined that the three populations
in the lower Tennessee River, Duck River, and Bayou de Chien are all morphologically and
allozymically distinguishable as species and described the species as E. oophylax, E.
pseudovulatum. and E. chienense. respectively, leaving E. neopterum restricted to the
Shoal Creek system. This quartet is now referred to as the "E. nepterum species group"
because these species are believed to have shared a most recent common ancestor and
therefore are more closely related to each other than to other members of the E. squamiceps
complex.
Distinguishing characteristics of breeding males.-The second dorsal fin
(Plate 21) has two branches per ray that are equal in length, adnate, and tipped with a large
yellow knob; the fin membrane extends about one-half to two-thirds the distance from the
base of the fin to the tips of the rays. There are 2-4 rows of small windows on the fin
membrane; each row has two windows per membrane, one window immediately anterior
to, and one window immediately posterior to, each ray (these windows occasionally
connect across the ray to form a clear bar). There are no clear or yellow bars on the portion
of the rays extending beyond the fin membrane. The caudal fin has 8-12 yellow bands
alternating with black bands. The infraorbital canal is usually uninterrupted (78% of
specimens examined, Page et al., 1992).
Comparisons to other spottail darters.-Females and nonbreeding males of
Etheostoma neopterum differ from E. crossopterum (with which it is syntopic at a few
localities), E. nigripinne (which occurs in the Shoal Creek system, but outside the range of
E. neopterum), and E. corona (which occurs the adjacent Cypress Creek system) by having
two adnate (= joined together) branches per dorsal fin ray versus three nonadnate branches
(compare the tips of the second dorsal fins of the fringed and lollypop darters in Plate 3A
and 3B).
Etheostoma neopterum does not occur with E. pseudovulatum, but females and
nonbreeding males can be distinguished by the presence of a suborbital bar (absent on E.
pseudovulatum). an infraorbital canal that is usually uninterrupted (interrupted in 87% of
specimens examined for E. pseudovulatum), and modally 11 dorsal rays (versus 12 for E.
tseudovulatum).
Essential habitat.-The lollypop darter seems less tolerant than the other species
of streams consisting of a hardpacked substrate. In the Cypress Creek and Beaverdam
Creek systems - systems that possess numerous streams with a somewhat hardpacked
substrate - the crown and egg-mimic darters are often common where the substrate is
compacted. The lollypop darter seems incapable of utilizing these types of streams, and
breeding populations were found only in those headwaters that possessed large quantities
of sand. This sand enabled the gravel-cobble substrate to be much looser, and presumably
it allows for easier excavation of the nest sites.
Distribution and abundance.-The lollypop darter is endemic to the Shoal
Creek system and has a very restricted range (Fig. 6; Appendix V). With the exception of a
few individuals collected in Brewer Branch (site 147), the lollypop darter is limited to just
three tributary systems of Shoal Creek (Butler Creek, Holly Creek, and Factory Creek).
All 13 known spawning sites (sites 109, 112, 116, 123, 128, 129, 132, 133, 134, 135,
145, 160, and 175) occur in the southeastern corer of Wayne County, Tennessee, in an
area of approximately 100 square miles that is bordered essentially by Tennessee Hwy 13
to the west, the Natchez Trace Parkway to the north, the Lawrence county line to the east,
and the Tennessee state line to the south.
Ten of the 13 known breeding populations are found in the Butler Creek system,
where the species is common to abundant in 10 of the 14 headwater sites surveyed. The
headwaters of First Butler Creek (sites 128 and 129), Middle Butler Creek (site 132), and
Last Butler Creek (sites 133, 134 and 135) support healthy populations and probably can
be considered the center or "stronghold" of the species. Sour Branch (site 109) and the
headwater of Little Butler Creek (site 112) also support large numbers of individuals, as
does Stults Branch (site 116) and an unnamed spring (site 123) approximately 3 mi NE
Fairview.
Lollypop darters were not common, and breeding males were not found, at the sites
surveyed on Mill Branch (sites 119 and 120), Fantail Branch (site 126), and Swanegan
Branch (site 122). The downstream sites at Mill Branch and Fantail Branch were too large
and the substrate consisted of hardpacked cobble and gravel; the upstream site at Mill
Branch (site 120) was dry, and the upstream site at Fantail Branch (site 126) consisted of
hardpacked cobble and gravel, making it difficult to impossible for males to construct
nesting cavities. It is possible that breeding populations exist in the segments of Fantail
and Mill branches that are located between the sampling points, but only if essential habitat
is available. This habitat, if present, exists in less than 1 mile of stream length in Fantail
Branch and 2 miles in Mill Branch. We did not have time to walk the entire lengths of
these streams to determine if suitable habitat and breeding populations exist. Swanegan
Branch at site 122 is too big to support a breeding population; however, the substrate is not
hardpacked. If the headwaters possess essential habitat then a breeding population of
lollypop darters could exist in Swanegan Branch. We attempted to reach the headwaters of
Swanegan Branch via a logging road (labelled as Swanegan Branch Rd on the county map
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and Tennessee Gazetteer) but we were unsuccessful, stopping along a ridge that had very
recently been clear cut (see pages 36-37).
The remaining sites along Butler Creek and Little Butler Creek are too big to support
breeding populations; the occurrence of lollypop darters is variable and unpredictable and
individuals collected from these sites are thought to represent waifs or emigrants.
The Holly Creek system, which consists of Holly Creek proper and a series of short
tributaries (most are less than one mile long), was thoroughly searched for breeding
populations. We collected lollypop darters at just two sites, and only one tributary (site
145) supports a breeding population. Four of the eight remaining headwater streams (sites
136, 137, 139, and 146) had a cobble-gravel substrate that was too hardpacked for males
to construct breeding cavities, one stream (site 140) was swampy and muddy, two streams
(sites 142 and 143) were dry, and from one stream (site 141) we collected one E.
crossoptrum female.
The Factory Creek system also was searched extensively, and breeding populations
were discovered in only two streams (sites 160 and 175). Much of the system consists of
bedrock and slabrock streams more suitable for to E. crossoptem. In fact, Luker Creek
(site 160), Robinson Creek (site 166), Sweetwater Branch (site 170), and Scab Branch
(sites 171 and 175) represent the only known sites in the Factory Creek system that
possess the habitat essential for E. neopterum. and the lollypop darter was present (in
varying numbers) at each of these sites.
A total of two lollypop darters (both females) have been recorded from Brewer
Branch (Appendix I, site 147), but we were unable to find any individuals during the recent
surveys and collected only E. crossopterum (Appendix V, site 147). The substrate is
bedrock and slabrock, and is more suitable for E. crossoDterum than E. neopterum.
The lollypop darter has been collected syntopically with the fringed darter in Sour
Branch (site 108) and Little Butler Creek (site 106). The substrate, an intermediate
between the preferred habitat of each species, is a combination of bedrock/slabrock
interspersed with a cobble-gravel-sand mixture. Neither species is common at these sites,
which are also relatively high gradient and too large, and they probably represent
waifs/emigrants from other populations; a breeding population of fringed darters exists at
site 110, and of lollypop darters at site 109.
Population and habitat trends.-There are too few historical collections to
determine population trends. The lollypop darter probably still occupies its entire historical
range; however, since many of the streams in the Shoal Creek system have been and
continue to be impacted by adverse logging, ranching, and agricultural practices it is
probable that the lollypop darter was once more abundant throughout its range. Because
the range of the lollypop darter is limited to just three small stream systems, continued
habitat degradation can result in the eventual extinction of this species.
For perspective, it is worth comparing the range of the lollypop darter to other
federally listed species. For example, the federally threatened slackwater darter (E.
boshungi) has 15 known breeding localities, and given the numerous river systems in
which it occurs additional breeding sites are likely to be found (McGregor and Shepard,
1995). The lollypop darter has only 13 known breeding localities. The localized
populations of lollypop darters are far larger than the populations of slackwater darters, and
collecting will certainly identify more breeding sites, but the entire range of the lollypop
darter is just a small portion of the range of the slackwater darter. If the Shoal Creek
localities of the slackwater darter were to be extirpated, we would at least still have
slackwater darters elsewhere. If the Shoal Creek populations of the lollypop darter were to
be extirpated the species would become extinct.
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PART III. ETHEOSTOMA CORONA PAGE AND CEAS
CROWN DARTER
PLATE 1C
Taxonomic comments.-In their introduction to their description of E.
neopterum, Howell and Dingerkus (1978) referred to an undescribed form related to E.
squamiceps in the Cypress Creek system, Tennessee River drainage, in northwestern
Alabama, and also mentioned that its description was being prepared by H. T. Boshung
and W. M. Howell. Braasch and Mayden (1985) examined 19 series (271 total specimens)
from Cypress Creek but considered them to be conspecific with E. crossopterum from
Shoal Creek. Page et al. (1992) determined that the Cypress Creek population was
morphologically and allozymically distinguishable as a species and described these
populations as E. corna.
The type locality is Little Cypress Creek, 2.4 km NW Crossroads @ Little Cypress
Creek Road, Wayne County, Tennessee (Fig. 4, site 69).
Distinguishing characteristics of breeding males.-The second dorsal fin
(Plate 2D) is densely speckled with black on the basal two-thirds but is bright egg-yellow
on the distal one-third. There are three branches per ray; the second and third branches are
equal in length, close together, and distinctly separated from the first (anterior) branch,
resulting in a frilled fin margin of alternating one- and two-tipped branches. The branches,
which do not extend appreciably beyond the interradial membranes, are tipped in black and
are not adnate; the tips of the rays are thickened but do not possess a yellow knob. There
are 6-7 rows of clear or yellow bars on the black fin rays. The caudal fin has 11-12 yellow
bands alternating with black bands. The infraorbital canal is usually interrupted.
Comparisons to other spottail darters.-Ethegstoma corona differs from the
other species in having modally 14-15 dorsal fin rays (versus < 13 rays) and in having a
bright egg-yellow margin on the second dorsal fin of the breeding male.
Distribution and abundance.--E. corona is endemic to the Cypress Creek
system where it is common to abundant in most of the headwater streams surveyed. The
crown darter is more widespread in Alabama than in Tennessee; however, this is due to
geographical reasons since the majority of the Cypress Creek watershed lies within
Alabama. In Tennessee the lollypop darter was present at 13 of the 19 sites visited, and
was common to abundant at 12 of these sites. Ten streams that support especially large
breeding populations include Cemetary Branch (2 sites, both labelled as 39), North Fork
Cypress Creek (sites 37 and 38), Greenbriar Branch (sites 48 and 49), May Branch (site
57), Middle Cypress Creek (site 62), Little Cypress Creek (sites 69 and 73), Dry Branch
(site 75), Olive Spring (site 77), Buffler Spring (site 89), and an unnamed spring on
Wilson Creek (site 91). At each site it was not unusual to observe up to 10 males, each
guarding a nest, in pools no longer than 15 meters.
Reasons why the crown darter is more abundant and widespread than the lollypop
darter include: (1) the streams in the Cypress Creek system support more high quality
habitats as compared to the Shoal Creek system, and (2) unlike the lollypop darter, the
crown darter does not face potential competition from the fringed darter and is free to
occupy the entire Cypress Creek system.
Page et aL (1992) reported on the existence of putative hybrids between the crown
and blackfin darters in three streams outside of the Cypress Creek system. Two of these
streams, Shakerag Creek (Hardin Creek - Tennessee River) and Chalk Branch (Green
Rover - Buffalo River) in Wayne County, are within relatively close proximity to Cypress
Creek (Fig. 1). Some males from Shakerag Creek have faint yellow on the margin of the
second dorsal fin that is reminiscent of the crown darter, however, fin ray counts match
those present in blackfin darters, and specimens examined allozymically possessed only
alleles of the blackfin darter at loci diagnostic for these two species. Specimens from Chalk
Branch examined allozymically showed evidence of past hybridization between the crown
and blackfin darter at the four diagnostic loci; no breeding males were available for
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comparison. We resampled Chalk Creek at four localities (south of Waynesboro @ TN
13, and at three sites along Chalk Creek Rd) during April 1995 and did not collect any
spottail darters; two sites were dry, and individuals, if present, are obviously very
uncommon at the remaining two sites. We also sampled the Weatherford Creek system
(Fig. 1; Indian Creek - Tennessee River), but this stream appears to be too high gradient to
support substantial populations of spottail darters.
Population and habitat trends.-The crown darter seems to be as common as
when most of the historical collections were made approximately twenty years ago and is
not in any immediate danger. However, it must be emphasized that the entire range of the
crown darter is located in the corners of just two average-sized counties and is not much
larger than the range of the lollypop darter. Continued poor agricultural and forestry
practices, along with continued spread of development throughout the area, will lead to the
eventual degradation of the Cypress Creek watershed. If the headwater streams are
allowed to be continually degraded, it is likely that the existence of the crown darter could
become threatened throughout its small range.
At the present time it appears that the federal status of the crown darter is on par with
the dirty darter, E. olivaceum Braasch and Page. The dirty darter, yet another species in
the E. squamices complex, is endemic to small tributaries of the the lower Caney Fork
River and nearby tributaries of the Cumberland River (Fig. 1 shows a partial distribution of
this species). Although common throughout its small range, poor land use practices
prompted Layman et al. (1993) to recommend that the dirty darter retain its "deemed in
need of management" status in Tennessee.
PART IV. ETHEOSTOMA PSEUDOVULATUM PAGE AND CEAS
EGG-MIMIC DARTER
PLATE 1B
Taxonomic comments.-Braasch and Mayden (1985) documented the presence
of "E. neopterum" in the Buffalo River, Piney River, Big Bigby Creek, and Beaverdam
Creek systems - all tributaries of the Duck River in central Tennessee. Page et al. (1992)
reevaluated these populations and noted that the individuals from the Buffalo River were
actually misidentified E. niripinne juveniles and females. The specimens from Big Bigby
Creek were unavailable for examination, but other collections from Big Bibgy Creek (same
locality) contain only E. nigripinne. Page et al. (1992) determined that the populations
from Piney River and Beaverdam Creek were distinguishable both morphologically and
allozymically, and described these as Etheostoma pseudovulatum. Additional populations
were documented in Little Piney Creek (Fig. 5, site 24) and Happy Hollow Creek (site 26).
The type locality is Mill Creek (Piney River - Tennessee River system), 1.6 km S Wrigley
@ Hwy 100 bridge, Hickman County, Tennessee (site 32).
Significant variation was noted within the range of the egg-mimic darter (Page et al.,
1992). On the second dorsal fins of breeding males from Little Piney Creek the yellow
ovals tend to be restricted to the fin rays; on males from elsewhere the ovals extend across
the rays and onto the interradial membranes (compare Plate 2J to 2K). Specimens from
Beaverdam Creek have modally 9 dorsal fm spines and an uninterrupted infraorbital canal,
others usually have 8 spines and an interrupted canal with 4 pores posteriorly and 3-4 pores
posteriorly. Subspecific names were not applied because of the small sample sizes and the
overall lack of concordance in character variation. Page et al. (1992) did comment,
however, that "variation among populations should be considered when development
within the range of the species is contemplated. An impoundment or other major stream
modification could eliminate a unique population."
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Distinguishing characteristics of breeding males.-The second dorsal fin
(Plate 2J and 2K) has two branches per ray that are equal in length, adnate, and tipped with
a large yellow knob; the fin membrane extends about one-half to two-thirds the distance
from the base of the fin to the tips of the rays. There are 3-4 rows of yellow oval (to
dumbbell-shaped) marks on the basal half of the fin, and 2-3 yellow bars on each ray
segment extending beyond the interradial membrane. The caudal fin has 5-9 yellow bands
alternating with black bands. The infraorbital canal is usually interrupted.
Comparisons to other spottail darters.--Etheostoma pseudovulatum does not
occur with any other member of the E. squamiceps complex, and females and nonbreeding
males can be distinguished from E. neopterum .E. =ona, E. crossopterum, and E.
nimipinne in lacking a suborbital bar. Furthermore, Etheostoma pseudovulatum differs
from E. corona E. crossopterum, and E. niripinne by having two adnate (= joined
together) branches per dorsal fin ray (versus three nonadnate branches), and by lacking a
suborbital bar.
theostoma pseudovulatum can be distinguished from E. nopterum by an
infraorbital canal that is usually interrupted (uninterrupted in E. neopteru m), and modally
11 dorsal rays (versus 12 for E. neopterm).
Distribution.-Although 43 sites were surveyed, our coverage of the range of E.
pseudovulatum (Fig. 7) is not as complete as for the crown and lollypop darters. Since we
believed egg-mimic darter to be fairly widespread in the Piney River system, we
concentrated our efforts instead on attempting to document new populations in the
numerous, and harder-to-reach, stream systems that empty directly into the Duck River
system in Hickman County. These streams, situated between the known ranges of the egg-
mimic darter and the blackfin and fringed darters, could harbor populations of any of the
three species. In addition to confirming the existence of the egg-mimic darter at all
historical localities sampled, we documented the existence of the egg-mimic darter in two
new stream systems (an unnamed tributary referred to as Only Creek, and Wolf Creek),
two additional localities in the Beaverdam Creek system, and three additional localities
within the Piney River system.
In the Beaverdam Creek system the egg-mimic darter was common only in Wades
Branch (site 11) and Cow Hollow (site 4), and was present in Milam Branch (site 9),
Brushy Fork (site 13), Piney Fork (site 13), and two sites on Beaverdam Creek proper.
The substrate in Milam Branch, Brushy Fork, and Piney Fork consists of a hardpacked
cobble-gravel mixture that makes nest-site construction difficult, and Beaverdam Creek
proper (sites 5 and 7) is too large to support anything more than waifs. Bluewater Branch
and Joe Branch (Fig. 3, streams 8 and 9) possess the same type of substrate and probably
support small populations; however, stream access was denied by local landowners so we
could not confirm this hypothesis. Wades Branch and Cow Hollow Creek contain more
sand which allows the primarily cobble-gravel substrate to be less compact; accordingly,
these streams support the largest known populations in the Beaverdam Creek system.
In the Wolf Creek system (Fig. 7, sites 1-3) the egg-mimic darter is represented by
just one juvenile collected in November 1994. The West Fork and Middle Fork were dry
during the fall and spring visits. The East Fork along its entire length is a high gradient
stream, and therefore is not expected to support a large population of egg-mimic darters. It
is possible that the one documented individual represents a waif from another stream, but it
is also probable that a small localized population exists within the East Fork.
Bear Creek (sites 15 and 16, but nearly the entire length of stream was walked)
contained large populations of creek chubs, blacknose dace, banded sculpins, and fantail
darters. The stream is relatively high gradient and possesses flow rates that are favored by
the banded sculpin and fantail darter.
The seven streams represented by sites 17-19 and 21-23 were dry during November
1994 and April 1995 and probably contain running water only after periods of heavy rains.
Trace Creek (site 26) contains running water but is extremely high gradient and appears
unsuitable for spottail darters.
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Very small populations exist in Little Piney Creek (site 24), Happy Hollow Creek
(site 26), and Only Creek (sites 28 and 29). All three streams were sampled from their
mouth to approximately 100 m upstream of the stated locality, and we never captured more
than 10 individuals at any site. We did not capture egg-mimics darters from Little Piney
Creek, which is a high gradient stream that is fairly difficult to work. The five specimens
recorded from Little Piney Creek (UT 91.2580) were obtained with the use of rotenone
(Dave Etnier, pers. comm.), which suggests that this fish is not common; however, one of
these specimens was a breeding male, which suggests that reproduction is taking place is
isolated localities. Happy Hollow Creek has an abundance of what seems to be suitable
habitat, including numerous slab rocks scattered about, but we never were able to collect
more than four individuals from this stream. The fact that these fishes do not live four
years, and that we have collected breeding individuals from this stream in 1991 and again
in 1995, indicates that a continuous reproducing population exists. On 3 April 1995 one of
us (PAC) walked the entire length of Only Creek, a distance of less than 2 miles (upstream
of Bucksnort Rd - site 30 - the stream dries up completely), and found only ten individuals
(one of the two breeding males and one female were preserved); all individuals were
collected in a stream segment that ended about 100 m downstream of the Nunnely-to-Only
bridge. This small stream was very easy to collect, and we believe that all suitable habitat
was sampled thoroughly. Accepting that our collecting methods do not capture every
individual, we still estimate that the population in Only Creek at the present time may
number less than 50 adults.
The Piney River system supports four large breeding populations and probably many
more. Egg-mimic darters were common at the West Piney River locality (site 43), and
abundant at localities on Mill Creek (site 32), Big Spring Creek (site 33), and Coon Creek
(site 45). The substrate at each site is primarily bedrock and slabrock which affords an
abundance of potential nesting sites, and the sites boast numerous slow-moving shallow
pools bordered by undercut banks and numerous exposed root masses. Casual
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observations while driving over other segments of Mill Creek and Big Spring Creek
suggest that these two streams may support exceptionally large populations of egg-mimic
darters, given the amount of potentially suitable habitat available. The population in Coon
Creek, however, is limited at best to the uppermost one mile of stream. The downstream
reaches of Coon Creek consist of the ill-suited hardpacked cobble-gravel substrate while
the one mile has a bedrock-slab rock substrate and numerous undercut banks. So,
although the egg-mimic darter is abundant at the site sampled, the entire population in Coon
Creek must be relatively small since it exists in a stream segment less than one mile long.
There are six additional small direct tributaries of the Duck River, downstream of
Wolf Creek in the Perry-Humphreys-Hickman County area, that were not sampled.
According to topographic maps these streams should be high gradient streams similar to the
tributaries represented by sites 15-26. It is possible that a few of these streams (most
notably the unnamed stream that parallels 1-40) support small populations of either blackfin
or egg-mimic darters, but most are certainly dry and contain water only after heavy periods
of rain. More extensive surveying of the Piney River system will lead undoubtedly to the
discovery of more breeding populations of egg-mimic darters, but we consider it highly
improbably that the egg-mimic darter exists in large numbers elsewhere.
Population and habitat trends.-Since the headwaters of the entire Beaverdam
Creek system seem to have substrates that are hardpacked, it seems likely that the egg-
mimic darter historically never was abundant. We know of two confirmed breeding
populations, and others may be discovered after a more thorough survey is completed. The
species does not appear to be in danger at the present time, but the continued abuse of the
stream bed by small bulldozers that mine gravel must surely have a negative impact.
The populations in Only, Happy Hollow, and (probably) Little Piney creeks continue
to survive on a year-to-year basis but are highly susceptible to extirpation. One accidental
toxic spill could eradicate any of these populations.
The Piney River populations are the most secure in the long term; however, as with
other other target species, since the entire range of the egg-mimic darter encompasses an
extremely small area, continuing degradation of the headwater streams may eventually lead
to the extirpation of the egg-mimic darter.
Although possessing a larger total range, the egg-mimic darter appears less abundant
than the crown darter.
PART V. ETHEOSTOMA CROSSOPTERUM BRAASCH AND MAYDEN
FRINGED DARTER
PLATE 1D
Taxonomic comments.-Etheostoma crossopterum was described by Braasch
and Mayden (1985) from McKnight Branch (Stones-Cumberland River system),
Rutherford County, Tennessee. The fringed darter has an extensive range, occurring in
most tributaries of the Cumberland River drainage (except the Red River system) from
Smith County, Tennessee, to the mouth, and portions of the Duck River, Caney Fork,
Obey River, Buffalo River, and Shoal Creek systems (Page et al., 1992; see also Fig. 1).
Howell and Dingerkus (1978) documented the presence of "E. squamices" in the
Shoal Creek system in Cowpen Creek, Cannerday Branch, and Little Butler Creek (Fig. 4,
sites 98, 99, 100, 106, 108, and 112). Braasch and Mayden did not examine these
specimens and did not include these localities in their distribution map. Page et al. (1992)
confirmed the identity of these populations as fringed darters and also documented the
occurrences of fringed darters in Brewer Branch (site 147) and Crews Branch (site 178).
Distinguishing characteristics of breeding males.-The second dorsal fin
(Plate 2E) is black with a white margin. There are three branches per ray; the third
(posterior) branch is greatly elongated, the second longer than the first. The branches
extend slightly beyond the interradial membranes (the third branch is usually obviously
extended), are tipped in black, are not adnate, and do not possess a yellow knob. There are
6-7 rows of clear to light yellow crescents on the black fin rays; these crescents may
connect to form wavy lines. The caudal fin has 5-9 clear to yellow bands alternating with
black bands. The infraorbital canal is interrupted.
Comparisons to other spottail darters.-EtheostomaL crossopterum differs
from the other species except E. nigripinne in usually having 11 pectoral fin rays (versus
12 rays); E. ni*ripinne usually has eight dorsal spines (versus nine in E. crossopterum).
The breeding males have the third branch of each dorsal fin ray greatly elongated and the
second dorsal fin membrane with a white margin.
Distribution.-E. crossopterum is common to abundant in Shoal Creek system in
Lawrence County, Tennessee, and Lauderdale County, Alabama (Fig. 6). With the
exception of the three tributary systems draining the extreme northeastern comer of the
Shoal Creek system around Lawrenceburg, the fringed darter was found in nearly every
bedrock-slabrock headwater that we surveyed. Particularly large populations were
observed in St. Florian Branch (site 94), Cannerday Branch (site 98), Crews Branch, (site
178), Greenbriar Branch (site 179), Aaron Branch (site 180), and Coon Creek (site 191).
In Wayne County, Tennessee, the fringed darter is abundant in California Branch and
Shawnettee Creek (Factory Creek system; sites 158 and 162). One female was collected
from Williams Branch (Holly Creek system; site 141), and two females were collected
from Stoeball Branch (Factory Creek; site 169).
The fringed darter has been collected syntopically with the lollypop darter in Little
Butler Creek (site 106), Sour Branch (site 108), and Stoeball Branch. At the Sour Branch
and Little Butler Creek sites the substrate, an intermediate between the preferred habitat of
each species, is a combination of bedrock/slabrock interspersed with a cobble-gravel-sand
mixture. Neither species is common at these sites, which are also relatively high gradient
and too large, and they probably represent waifs/emigrants from other populations; a
breeding population of fringed darters exists at site 110, and of lollypop darters at site 109.
The bottom of Stoeball Branch is bedrock with deep fissures running though it, and seems
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more suitable for fringed darters. There are known breeding populations of the lollypop
darter in adjacent headwater tributaries of Factory Creek, which may explain the presence
of one female at this site. Howell and Dingerkus (1978) reported the fringed darter from
the Little Butler Creek type locality off. neopterum (site 112) but to our knowledge it has
never been reported from there since.
Population and habitat trends.-All evidence indicates that the fringed darter is
the most widespread and abundant of the spottail darters in the Shoal Creek system. Many
populations are relatively large and healthy, and many streams appear to support an
abundance of good to relatively high quality habitat.
PART VI. ETHEOSTOMA NIGRIPINNE BRAASCH AND MAYDEN
BLACKFIN DARTER
PLATE 1E
Taxonomic comments.-Etheostoma nigripinne was described by Braasch and
Mayden (1985) from Pikes Peak Branch (Beech Creek-Tennessee River system), Decatur
County, Tennessee. The blackfin darter occurs in direct tributaries of the Tennessee River
(except in Cypress Creek and the majority of the Shoal Creek system) from Cub Creek,
Decatur County, and Cypress Creek, Perry County, Tennessee, upstream to the Flint and
Paint Rock Rivers in Tennessee and Alabama (Fig. 1). It is also abundant in the Buffalo
River system and in the upper and lower Duck River system. The blackfin darter is
common to abundant throughout its relatively large range (Page et al., 1992).
Braasch and Mayden (1985) documented the presence of E. niripinne in the Shoal
Creek system in Crowson Creek (Fig. 4, site 196) and Shoal Creek (site 208). Page et al.
(1992) added an additional site on Crowson Creek (site 195).
Distinguishing characteristics of breeding males.-The second dorsal fin
(Plate 1B) is black to the margin. There are three branches per ray; the second and third
branches are equal in length, close together, and distinctly separated from the first (anterior)
branch, resulting in a frilled fin margin of alternating one- and two-tipped branches. The
branches, which do not extend beyond the interradial membrane, are not adnate; do not
possess a yellow knob, and the tips of the rays are not or only slightly thickened. There
are 4-5 rows of clear or yellow bars on the black fin rays. The caudal fin has 8-11 yellow
bands alternating with black bands. The infraorbital canal is interrupted.
Comparisons to other spottail darters.-Etheostoma nigripinne differs from
the other species in usually having 8 dorsal spines (other species usually have 9 spines).
and in having the second dorsal fin membrane with a black margin in breeding males.
Distribution.-The blackfin darter occurs in the extreme headwaters of Shoal
Creek surrounding Lawrenceburg, Lawrence County (Fig. 6). It is common to abundant
in Crowson Creek, and is abundant in Little Shoal Creek in at least one locality (site 199).
There is a historical record (UT 91.98) from Shoal Creek just east of the Lawrenceburg city
limits (site 208). We did not sample this site; instead, we sampled at almost every available
access point (sites 203-210) in the headwaters east of Lawrenceburg. All sites except site
205 were dry, and we did not observe blackfin darters here.
Population and habitat trends.-The populations of blackfin darters in the
Shoal Creek system occur near the city of Lawrenceburg, which is currently experiencing
rapid development of hotels, mini-malls, and homesites. This development, together with
the continuing agricultural runoff from surrounding farmland, bodes ill for the future of the
blackfin darter in Shoal Creek,
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PART VII. SUMMARY OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE DISTRIBUTION AND
ABUNDANCE OF THE TARGET SPECIES
Because of the small total range of each these species, especially the lollypop darter,
every population is far more critically important to the continued survival of the species
than comparable populations of a species with a larger total range. Below we address
factors that are affecting or could affect the survival of these species.
A. The present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment
of habitat or range.-The lollypop darter is endemic to a small portion of the Shoal
creek system, the crown darter is endemic to the Cypress Creek system, and the egg-mimic
darter is endemic to the Duck River system where it can be found in just five tributary
systems: the Piney River system, Beaverdam Creek system, and three other direct
tributaries of the Duck River. All have extremely small total ranges, and all inhabit
headwater streams. Localized extirpations of populations from various streams may
eventually lead to the widescale endangering of these species.
Headwaters are continuously being altered by human activities, and all forms of
habitat degradation and pollution are detrimental to the natural ecology of streams,
especially to the benthic organisms such as darters. Some practices observed in the target
study areas that are causing habitat degradation include: (1) activities that modify or
decrease seasonal instream flow regimes such as diversion of flow, channelization and
bedload removal, pumping for irrigation, and damming of the stream channel; (2) removal
of the riparian buffer and the resulting increase in siltation and water temperature; (3) point
and non-point source pollution from domestic, municipal, and industrial sources, and
agricultural sources such as run-off from pesticides, herbicides, and animal wastes; (4)
stream bank destabilization and resultant erosion by allowing farm animals to overgraze the
banks and wander indiscriminantly through the stream; (5) clear-cutting practices and the
resulting massive influx of sediment loads; and (6) localized destruction of stream segments
by poor bridge and road construction, cable-laying, or other practices that allow exposed
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soil to wash into streams. Additionally, numerous small farm dams and U.S. D. A. Soil
Conservation impoundments can be found throughout the stream systems. As reported
earlier, larvae are often flushed into the larger streams during spring rains and then migrate
back to the spawning grounds as one year olds. Each one of these impoundments is
capable of stopping the annual migration of one year old individuals; without the
replenishment of a new generation, a population that is upstream of one of these
impoundments can quickly become decimated and eventually be extirpated from a stream.
Below we offer some examples documenting that these activities are occurring at the
present time: (1) On 2 April 1995 we witnessed local landowners removing the riparian
edge and channelizing 100's of feet of First Butler Creek immediately downstream of
Littleton Road (site 129). When asked why this was being done the owners simply replied
that it was their land; when questioned about concerns of siltation and the eventual increase
in erosion of their land they seemed disinterested. Upstream of the tree removal the
lollypop darter was common, but none were collected in the destruction zone. Bedload
removal appears to be common practice in the Beaverdam Creek system. (2) Recent tree
removal along Stults Branch at Middle Butler Creek Road (site 117) has left the stream bed
intact, but water temperatures will surely be elevated during mid- to late- summer due to
lack of shade. (3) & (4) At numerous sites the devastating effects of locating cattle feed
lots near streams and of letting cattle wander indiscriminantly through streams was
apparent. In some streams siltation is rampant (the substrate was covered by over 2 feet in
some spots), and enormous amounts of animal wastes are flushed directly into the stream.
(5) Clear cutting is common in the Shoal Creek watershed. Without trees to hold the soil in
place a large amount of topsoil will wash down into the stream below. The top of the ridge
of the Swanegan Branch watershed along Swanegan Branch Road, Wayne County,
Tennessee has been cut extensively, and Kimble Creek (site 156) contained an extremely
heavy silt load that obviously had been introduced into the stream recently, probably within
the past few weeks. The landowners immediately to the south complained of the damage
that clear-cutting operations along the ridge was doing to their property.
B. Overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or
educational purposes.-The existence of and specific areas inhabited by all three
species are unknown to the general public at this time, and since darters are not usually
used as bait the take of these fish by the general public is not considered a problem.
However, if the specific reaches inhabited by these species become public knowledge, then
vandals could conceivably destroy populations.
The relatively few present-day investigators of these fishes are knowledgeable and
show extreme prudence when observing and collecting these species; however, we
acknowledge that take by private and institutional collectors could pose a threat to local
populations if localities were sampled repeatedly and specimens were taken repeatedly ia
are numbers. Limited collecting by trained biologists will not have adverse affects on the
continued existence of the species; in fact, it will provide up-to-date records of the status of
various populations.
C. Disease or predation.-Although the three target species are undoubtedly
consumed by predators (the banded sculpin and the mudpuppy are confirmed predators on
the lollypop darter), there is no evidence that predation occurs at unusual or unnatural
levels; therefore, predation is not considered a threat to the species' existence.
D. The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms.-The states of
Alabama and Tennessee prohibit the taking of fishes for scientific purposes without a State
collecting permit. The crown and egg-mimic darters are presently listed as endangered in
Tennessee, and the lollypop darter is under consideration for endangered status (Peggy
Shute, pers. comm.), so protection from activities in Tennessee that may adversely affect
the species is, in theory, available. Alabama's list of protected fishes is sadly incomplete,
and neither the lollypop or crown darters are afforded protection. Additional protection
could be gained by requiring federal, state, and local agencies to consult with the USFWS
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when projects they possess knowledge of, fund, carry out, or authorize may negatively
affect these species.
E. Other natural or humanmade actors affecting its continued
existence.-Because the target species inhabit localized segments of headwater streams
that are crossed by numerous roads and railroads, they are vulnerable to localized
extirpation from toxic chemical spills. Additionally, headwater streams are not recognized
as the valuable aquatic resource that they are, and they are continually being abused and
degraded by current agricultural, industrial, and development practices. Small stream
systems in Tennessee are under such intense pressure that Etnier and Starnes (1991)
suggested that the habitats themselves be listed as jeopardized.
PART VIII. MANAGEMENT, RESTORATION AND RECOVERY POTENTIAL
The long-term survival of the lollypop darter, crown darter, and egg-mimic darter is
completely linked to the health of the headwater streams in the Shoal Creek, Cypress
Creek, and Duck River systems. The health of the headwaters, in turn, is affected
primarily by the amount of soil erosion and subsequent siltation. Siltation is probably the
most pervasive factor limiting fish populations in streams across eastern North America
(Burkhead and Jenkins, 1991). Burkhead and Jenkins (1991) summarized the negative
effects of siltation on aquatic organisms, stating that siltation "reduces or destroys habitat
heterogeneity and primary productivity, increases egg and larval mortality, abrades
organisms, and alters, degrades, and entombs macrobenthic communities." The increased
turbidity can also limit the efficiency of sight-feeding fishes and fishes that depend on
visual cues from mates during courtship and reproduction.
Silt is particularly destructive to benthic organisims. As an example, of the 45 fishes
listed as vulnerable in Virginia, 36 are notably or entirely benthic and most others are
benthic spawners (Burkhead and Jenkins, 1991). Etnier and Starnes (1991) also mention
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the destructive nature of siltation. Current state and federal regulations to prevent siltation
are nonexistent, inadequate, or simply not enforced.
Spottail darters are fairly resilient, as evidenced by the various human-made objects
on which these fishes will spawn. If the detrimental effects of siltation, etc. could be
minimized there would be no reason to accord special status to these species.
PART IX. RESEARCH NEEDS AND PROGRAMS
Presently the only current research concerning the three target species is a paper (in
manuscript form) discussing the results, and phylogenetic and biogeographic implications
of, a genetic study of the Etheostoma squamiceps species complex (we are coauthors along
with Don Buth of UCLA and Dave Swofford of USNM). Research needs for all the
species include: (1) studies on dispersal of different life history stages; (2) identification of
additional headwater streams where spawning occurs; and (3) long-term monitoring of
populations trends and watershed conditions, perhaps every two years over a five-year
period as recommended by McGregor and Shepard (1995) for the slackwater darter.
A highly visible and positive education program aimed at landowners and local
agencies that explains the importance - both to the aquatic ecosystems and the long term
health of their lands - of maintaining riparian buffer zones and controlling soil erosion is
probably the most beneficial action that could be taken to ensure the long term survival of
the target species and the health of the stream systems.
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APPENDIX I. Historic collection records for the lollypop darter, Etheostoma neopterum. in the Shoal Creek
system. Localities are shown in Figure 4.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in surveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 '92-'95?
Brewer Branch:
Brewer Branch Lawrence TN INHS 83907
1 mi. W Wayland Springs
Brewer Branch Lawrence
0.5 mi. S Wayland Springs @ Hwy 242
Factory Creek:
Factory Creek Wayne
near Bethlehem Church, Co. Rd. 532
Scab Branch, Factory Creek Wayne
5.5 mi. S U.S. 64 on Natchez Trace
Butler Creek:
Big Butler Creek Lauderdale
TlS, R10W, Sec. 17
Little Butler Creek [paratypes] Lauderdale
0.5 mi. W Pruinon @ Co. Rd. 61
Little Butler Creek Lauderdale
TIS, RIOW, Sec. 8
Little Butler Creek Lauderdale
TIS, R1OW, Sec. 8
Little Butler Creek [paratypes] Lauderdale
@ Pruitton
Littler Butler Creek [paratypes] Lauderdale
0.5 mi. W Pruitton @ Co. Rd. 61
Butler Creek [paratype] Lauderdale
@ Pruiton where crossed by Co. Rd. 8
Butler Creek Lauderdale
@ Pruitro
Sour Branch [paratypes] Lauderdale
approx. 1.25 mi. W Pruitton
Sour Branch [paratype] Lauderdale
I mi. W Pmitun
trib., L Butler Cr [paratypes] Lauderdale
2 mi. W Puiton, T1S, R10W, Sec. 12
Little Butler Creek [holotype] Wayne
0.8 kmn. N AL-TN state line; 0.6 km. BTN 13
Little Butler Creek [allotype] Wayne
0.8 kmn. N AL-TN state line; 0.6 km. ETN 13
Little Butler Creek [paratopotype] Wayne
0.8 km. N AL-TN state line; 0.6 km. ETN 13
Little Butler Creek Wayne
0.25 mi. N AL-TN state line; 0.3 mi. E TN 13
TN INHS 58384
TN AMNH 36550
TN INHS 82874
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
TN
TN
TN
TN
CU 64438.07
AMNH 36552
CU 64401.12
CU 54801.17
CU 64515
CU 64504
AMNH 36551
UT 91.2420
UMMZ 200767
AMNH 36553
TU 102024
USNM 217529
USNM 217530
CU 64509
INHS 62795
19 May 78
18 Apr90
4 Mar 76
15 Apr 78
18 Mar 73
22 Feb 76
18 Mar 72
18 Apr 72
18 Apr 72
18 Mar 73
10 Feb 76
22 May 82
18 Mar 73
22 Feb 76
3 Apr 76
18 Mar 78
18 Mar 78
18 Mar 78
13 Apr 87
1
1
10
4
1
2
3
7
7
3
1
1
4
1
7
1
1
1
11
147
147
159
171
105
106
106
106
106
106
107
107
108
108
111
112
112
112
112
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
APPENDIX I. Concluded.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in surveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 '92-95?
Butler Creek:
Stults Branch [paratypes]
ca. I air mi. W Cedar Grove Church
Stults Branch [paratypes]
ca. 1 air mi. W Cedar Grove Church
Butler Creek [paratypes]
1/4 mi. NE of Cedar Grove Church
Mill Branch [paratypes]
0.75 mi. NW Cedar Grove Church
Butler Creek [paratypes]
ca. I mi. N Cedar Grove Church
Butler Creek
@ mouth of Swanegan Br
Butler Creek
@ mouth of Swanegan Br
Swanegan Branch [paratypes]
1.1 mi. N of Cedar Grove Church
spring, Butler Creek
3 mi. NE Fairview
spring, Butler Creek
3 mi. NE Fairview
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
Lauderdale
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
TN
TN
TN
TN
AL
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
AMNH 36548
AMNH 36548
CU 64511
UAIC 5342.01
AMNH 36549
UT 91.2305
UT 91.2408
CU 64513
INHS 68006
INHS 68254
3 Apr 76
3 Apr 76
19 Mar 73
3 Apr 76
15 Feb 76
19 Oct 81
21 May 82
19 Mar 73
24 Aug 89
13 Apr 85
6
2
(clsed A taid)
21
5
3
3
10
9
6
6
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
115
115
118
119
121
121
121
122
123
123
APPENDIX II. Historic collection records for the crown darter, Etheostoma corona, in the Cypress Creek system.
Localities are shown in Figure 4.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in resurveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 '92-'95?
Cypress Creek and small direct tribs:
Threet Creek
TIS, R13W, Sec. 2
Threet Creek
T1S, R13W, Sec. 12
Threet Creek
T1S,R13W, Sec. 13
Threet Creek
1/2 mi. N Threu; T1s, R12W, Sec. 20
Threet Creek
0.5 mi. N Thret @ Hwy 5
Threet Creek
0.4 mi. N Threet on Co. Rd. 5
Threet Creek
T1S, R12W, NW/4, Sec. 20
Threet Creek
T1S, R12W, NE/4, Sec. 20
Miles Branch
TIS, R12W, Sec. 7
North Fork, Cypress Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 7
Cemetary Branch
TIS, R12W, See. 8
Cemetary Branch
TIS, R12W, Sec. 8
Cemetary Branch
TIS, R12W, Sec. 8
North Fork, Cypress Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 17
North Fork, Cypress Creek
TIS, R12W, NW4, Sec 17
North Fork, Cypress Creek
TIS, R12W, NWM4 Sec. 17
North Fork, Cypress Creek
T1S, R12W, SW/4, Seg.
North Fork, Cypress Creek
TIS, R12W, SW/4, Sec. 8
Cemetary Branch
TIS, R12W, Sec. 17
Cemetary Branch
TIS, R12W, Sec. 17
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Landerdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
UAIC 4865.05
UAIC 4804.09
UAIC 5118.12
INHS 86778
INHS 64248
UAIC 3208.11
AUM 3836.13
UAIC 4838.19
UAIC 5119.07
UAIC 5086.05
UAIC 5126.02
UAIC 5824.03
UAIC 5826.01
UAIC 4837.20
INHS 76130
UAIC 5151.05
UAIC 4801.13
UAIC 4802.14
UAIC 5151.07
UAIC 5155.03
14 Jun 74
20 May 74
8 May 76
15 May 76
7 Aug 88
7 Dec 68
27 Nov 70
5 Jun 74
8 May 76
24 Feb. 76
17 Dec 75
25 Apr 79
25 Apr 79
5 Jun74
15 May 76
15 May 76
20 May 74
20 May 74
30 Apr 76
5 May 76
1
1
32
1
13
10
6
4
30
31
12
11
34
29
3
38
7
6
38
31
31
32
33
35
35
35
35
35
36
38
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
APPENDIX II. Continued.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of #in resurveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 92-'95?
Cypress Creek and small direct tribs:
Cypress Creek
TIS, R12W, SE/4, Sec. 17
Lauderdale AL UAIC 4813.19
Cypress Creek Lauderdale AL
TIS, R12W, Sec. 35
Cypress Creek Wayne TN
Cypress Inn to AL state line
Cypress Creek Wayne TN
6 mi. SW Collinwood @ NatchezTrace Pkwy
Cypress Creek Wayne TN
6.5 mi. S Collinwood
Cypress Creek Wayne TN
6 mi. S Collinwood
Cypress Creek [paratypes] Wayne TN
6 mi. S Collinwood
Cypress Creek [paratypes] Wayne TN
6 mi. S Collinwood
Cypress Creek [paatype] Wayne TN
6 mi. S Collinwood
Cypress Creek [paraypes] Wayne TN
6 mi. S Collinwood
UAIC 5087.16
UAIC 4844.18
INHS 63917
INHS 68320
INHS 84171
SIUC 18066
UMMZ 217889
USNM 313754
UT 91.3848
Cox Creek:
Cox Creek
ca. I mi.N of Florence on AL rt. 157
T2S, R11W, Sec. 34
Cox Creek
ca. 1 mi. N of Flrence on AL r. 157
T2S, R11W, Sec. 34
Cox Creek
T2S, R11W, Sec.26
Buffler Spring
1.5 NE Cox Cr. Pkwy;T2, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
1.5 NE Cox Cr. Pkwy T2S, R11W, See. 25
Buffler Spring
1.5 NE Cox Cr. Pkwy T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, RllW, Sec. 25
Lauderdale AL UAIC 1589.11
Lauderdale AL UAIC 7845.01
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Landrdal
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
CU 64444.05
UAIC 4617.01
UAIC 7846.01
UAIC 4618.03
UAIC 4871.02
2 Apr 65 6 87 yes
21 Apr 70 13 87
18 Mar 73
13 Feb 69
13 Feb 72
13 Dec 72
7 Oct 73
3
13
2
88
89
89
89
89
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
23 May 74
9 Apr 76
7 Jun 74
8 Apr 88
13 Apr 85
15 Apr 78
15 Apr 78
15 Apr78
15 Apr78
15 Apr78
1
1
2
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
40
42
65
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
APPENDIX II. Continued.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in resurveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 '92-'95?
Cox Creek:
Buffler Spring
T2S, RI1W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, RllW, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, RIW, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring Pool
T2S, RI1W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R1W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R1W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
2S, RIIW, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, RIW, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, RI1W, Sc. 25
Buffler Spring
1 mi.NE Mm Hil @ Mm Hil Rod
T2S, RI1W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, RIIW, Sec. 25
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
UAIC 4872.04
UAIC 4873.06
UAIC 4874.06
UAIC 4875.04
UAIC 4876.04
UAIC 4878.04
UAIC 4879.07
UAIC 4880.05
UAIC 4877.06
UAIC 4881.06
UAIC 4882.03
UAIC 4883.04
UAIC 4884.09
UAIC 4885.05
UAIC 4886.05
UAIC 4887.07
UAIC 4476.06
UAIC 5152.02
INHS 83374
Lauderdale AL UAIC 7847.01
7 Oct 73
7 Dec 73
7 Feb 74
7 Feb 74
16 Mar 74
11 Apr 74
11 Apr 74
11 May 74
16 May 74
8 Jun 74
7 Jun74
7 Jun74
8 Jun 74
8 Jun 74
7 Jul74
7 Jul 74
7 Aug 74
30 Apr 76
14 Aug 78
4
5
1
10
5
1
6
8
10
4
3
1
8
9
20
4
3
5
4
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
11 Nov 78 4 89
yes
APPENDIX II. Continued.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date #of # in resurveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 92-95?
Cox Creek:
Buffler Spring
T2S, RIIW, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
1 mi. NE Ma Hill @ M Hill Road
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Buffler Spring
1 mi. NE Mr Hill @ Mm Hill Road
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Wilson Creek
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
AL UAIC 7848.01
AL UAIC 7849.01
AL UAIC 7883.01
AL INHS 68003
Lauderdale AL INHS 61828
Lauderdale AL UAIC 4866.10
Little Cypress Creek:
Little Cypress Creek Wayne
1.5 mi. NW Crosroads @ Litte Cypes C. Rd.
Little Cypress Cr. Wayne
1.5 mi. NW Crossads
Little Cypress Cr. [paratypes] Wayne
1.5 mi. NWCrossroads
Little Cypress Cr. [holotype] Wayne
1.5 mi. NW Crouroad
Little Cypress Cr. Wayne
1.5 mi NW Crossroad
Little Cypress Cr.. Wayne
3/4 mi. W Faview @ Hwy 227
Olive Spring Laudrdale
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Spring complex (=Olive Spring) Laudrdale
TIS, R1W, Sec. 4
Dry Branch (=Olive Spring) Lauderdale
TIS, RI1W, Sec. 4
Dry Branch (=Olive Spring) Lauderdale
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Olive Spring Lauderdale
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Olive Spring Lauderdale
T1S, R11W, Sec. 4
Olive Spring Lauderdale
TIS, R1W, Sec. 4
TN INHS 61841
TN INHS 61901
TN INHS 62819
TN INHS 64073
TN INHS 58440
TN INHS 61740
AL UAIC 7850.01
AL UAIC 1991.02
AL UAIC 3274.06
AL UAIC 4836.14
AL UAIC 4723.06
AL UAIC 4888.07
AL UAIC 4889.07
8 Apr 79
13 Apr 79
13 Apr 79
22 Aug 84
22 Apr 86
17 Jun 74
2 Apr 86
26 May 86
13 Apr 87
7 Apr 88
18 Apr 90
22 Apr 86
15 Apr 79
23 Ma 67
22 Mar 69
4 Jun 74
24 Feb 73
7 Oct 73
7 Dec 73
89
89
89
89
15 89
4 89
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
13
27
4
1
13
20
7
2
11
16
5
8
35
69
69
69
69
69
74
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
APPENDIX II. Continued.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in resurveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 '92-'95?
Little Cypress Creek:
Olive Spring
TIS, RIlW, Sec. 4
Olive Spring
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Olive Spring
TIS, RIIW, Sec. 4
Olive Spring
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Olive Spring
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Olive Spring
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Olive Spring
TIS, R11W, Sec. 4
Gray Branch
@ jet w/Little Cypress Ceek
Gray Branch
2.5 mi. NWZip City@ Hwy 11
Lyles Branch
TIS, R11W, Sec. 16
Lyles Branch
TIS, RlW, Sec. 16
Little Cypress Creek
1.5 mi. W Zip City; T1S, R11W, Sec. 21
Little Cypress Creek
1.5 mi. W Zip City; T1S, R11W, Sec. 21
Middle Cypress Creek:
Oakley Spring Branch
1.5 mi. SE Covedale* AL 157
Oakley Spring Branch
1.5 mi SE Clovedae @ AL 157
Greenbrier Branch '
0.5 mi. E CovedaleO Co. Rd.
Greenbrier Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 23
Greenbrier Creek
TIS, RI2W, Sec. 22
Greenbrier Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 15
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
UAIC 4891.12
UAIC 4892.05
UAIC 4894.12
UAIC 4895.10
UAIC 4977.05
UAIC 4890.09
UAIC 4893.11
UAIC 3238.08
INHS 62845
UAIC 5121.12
UAIC 9059.13
UAIC 2509.05
UAIC 4860.15
UAIC 3273.10
UAIC 3275.10
UAIC 3207.10
UAIC 4810.15
UAIC 4809.17
UAIC 5081.14
16 Mar 74
11 Apr 74
7 Jun 74
7 Jul74
7 Aug 74
7 Nov 74
11 May 74
28 Jan 69
13 Apr87
9 May 76
28 Apr 87
23 Mar 67
13 Jun74
29 Jan 69
22 Mar 69
7 Dec 68
22 May 74
22 May 74
8 Apr 76
9
8
25
23
15
20
24
5
2
18
6
1
1
7
3
3
1
1
20
yes77
77
77
77
77
77
77
78
78
79
79
80
80
44
44
46
47
48
48
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
APPENDIX II. Continued.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in resurveved
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 92-95?
Middle Cypress Creek:
trib., Greenbrier Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 10
trib., Greenbrier Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 10
trib., Middle Cypress Creek
TIS, R11W, Sec. 19
Middle Cypress Creek
TIS, R1lW, Sec. 25
Latham Branch
T1S, R12W, Sec.13
Latham Branch
TIS, R12W, NE/2, SE4, Sec.12
Latham Branch
TIS, R12W, NE/2, SE/4, Sec.12
trib., Middle Cypress Creek
@ Bethel Brry (Ch TS, R11W, See. 18
Middle Cypress Creek
TIS, R11W, Sec. 18
Middle Cypress Creek
TIS, RIIW, Sec. 5
May Branch
TIS, R 1W, SW/4, Sec. 6
May Branch
TIS, RIlW, SW4, Sec. 6
Middle Cypress Cr. [pwraype]
3 mi. B Natdh Trce Pkwy
Middle Cypress Cr.
5 mi. Cypres Irn@ Hwy 227
Lindsey Creek:
Lindsey Creek
TIS, R13WSec.24
Lindsey Creek
TlS, R13WSec.24
Lindsey Creek
TIS, R13W, Sec. 24
Lindsey Creek
1.2 m N AL hwy. 20 @ Co.Rd.
Lindsey Creek
0.5 mi. SW Thrt Co. Rd. 5
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Wayne
Wayne
L1\audrdle
lanuderdale
L audAdalel
L audrda~le
Laudrdai~let
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
TN
TN
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
UAIC 5082.10
UAIC 5083.06
AUM 13582.07
UAIC 4861.15
UAIC 3239.09
UAIC 4820.15
UAIC 4821.14
UAIC 3240.12
AUM 13559.16
UAIC 4845.19
UAIC 4818.17
UAIC 4852.12
UAIC 4848.11
INHS 83882
UAIC 3242.09
UAIC 3277.17
UAIC 4807.16
UAIC 3206.10
UAIC 5825.09
8 Apr 76
8 Apr 76
10 Jan 71
13 Jun 74
29 Jan 69
28 May 74
28 May 74
29 Jan 69
10 Jan 71
7 Jun74
28 May 74
11 Jun 74
10Jun 74
17 Oct 71
29 Jan 69
22 Mar 69
21 May 74
7 Dec 68
25 Apr 79
7
1
2
1
14
11
17
57
6
1
3
23
31
2
49
17
3
16
4
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yea
49
49
50
51
52
52
52
53
54
55
56
56
58
58
25
25
25
26
26
APPENDIX II. Continued.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date #of # in resurveved
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 92- 95?
Lindsey Creek:
Lindsey Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 29
Lindsey Creek
TIS, R12W, Sec. 29
Lindsey Creek
TIS, R12W,Secs. 32 &33
Lindsey Creek
T1S, R12W, Sec. 33
Lindsey Creek
T1S, R12W, Sec. 32
Lindsey Creek
T2S, RI2W, Sec. 4
Lindsey Creek
Central Heights @ jet. Co. Rds. 15 & 83
T2S, R12W, Sec. 3
Lindsey Creek
Central Heights @ jet Co. Rdi. 15 A 83
Lindsey Creek
Central Height @ jet Co. Rds. 15 & 83
Lindsey Creek
Central Heights@ jet Co. Rds. 15 & 83
Lindsey Creek
Centr Heights @ jet Co. Rd. 15 A 83
Lindsey Creek
Central Height @ jct Co. Rds. 15 83
Burcham Creek:
Burcham Creek
TIS, R13W, Sc. 25
Burcham Creek
TIS, R13W, Sec. 26
Burcham Creek
TIS, R13W, Sec. 22
Bruton Branch
TIS, R13W, SW/ Sec. 36
Bruton Branch
TIS, R13W, SE/4, Sec. 36
Bruton Branch
T2S, R12W, Sec. 6
Bruton Branch
T2S, R12W, See. 6
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Landerdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
UAIC 3519.03
UAIC 4847.11
UAIC 3205.08
UAIC 4857.14
UAIC 5078.08
UAIC 5124.06
UAIC 3204.12
UAIC 3243.11
UAIC 3276.13
UAIC 3774.15
UAIC 4742.11
UAIC 4856.17
UAIC 4806.11
UAIC 4805.08
UAIC 5117.06
UAIC 4811.06
UAIC 4812.11
UAIC 5033.14
UAIC 5116.07
yes
no
yes
yes
19 Apr 69
10 Jun 74
7 Dec 68
12 Jun 74
8 Apr 76
9 May 76
7 Dec 68
29 Jan 69
22 Mar 69
22 Nov 69
24 Feb 73
12 Jun 74
21 May 74
21 May 74
8 May 76
23 May 74
23 May 74
4 Feb 76
8 May 76
11
9
7
3
1
3
23
40
12
6
12
2
17
39
6
10
30
38
86
yes
no
no
yes
27
27
28
28
28
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
15
16
17
19
19
19
19
APPENDIX II. Concluded.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in resurveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 92-'95?
Burcham Creek:
Burcham Creek
T2S, R12W, Sec. 8
Burcham Creek
T2S, R12W, Sec. 8
Burcham Creek
T2S, R12W, Sec. 16
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Lauderdale
AL
AL
AL
UAIC 5032.09
UAIC 5123.08
UAIC 4863.17
4 Feb 76
9 May 76
13 Jun 74
19
24
1
20
20
21
yes
yes
APPENDIX III. Historic collection records for the egg-mimic darter, Etheostoma pseudovulatum. in the Duck River
system. Localities are shown in Figure 5 (three UMMZ records have not been mapped).
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date #of #in surveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 5 92-'95?
Piney River system:
Piney River
TVA-545
Mill Creek
TVA Map 49 NE; TVA-527
Mill Creek
1 mi. S Wrigley @ Hwy 100
Mill Creek
1 mi. S Wrigley @ Hwy 100
Mill Creek
1 mi. S Wrigley @ Hwy 100
Mill Creek
1 mi. S Wrigley @ Hwy 100 [bolotype]
Mill Creek
1 mi. sWrigley@ Hwy 100 [paraypes]
Mill Creek
1 mi. SWrigley @ Hwy 100 [paraypes]
Mill Creek
1 mi. S wrigley @ Hwy 100 [paraypes]
Mill Creek
1 mi.S Wrigley @ Hwy 100 paratypes]
Mill Creek
1 mi.S Wrigley @ Hwy 100 [partype]
Mill Creek
1 mi. S Wrigley@ Hwy 100
Mill Creek
1 mi. S Wrigley @ Hwy 100
Beaver Creek
2.2 mi. W TN 4a
West Piney River
0.1 mL.W E
Direct tribs, Duck River:
Little Piney Creek
Co. Rd. 6173
Happy Hollow Creek
1.5 mi. SE Only
Dickson
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Dickson
Hickman
Hickman
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
UMMZ 104881
UMMZ 104820
KU 16216
KU 14399
INHS 61819
INHS 58630
INHS 62825
SUIC 18064
UAIC 9997.01
UMMZ 217890
USNM 313757
INHS 63484
INHS 58452
INHS 62771
INHS 62760
TN UT 91.2580
TN INHS 60820
6 May 37
5 May 37
22 Jul67
4 Apr 69
23 Apr 86
11 Apr 87
11 Apr 87
11 Apr 87
11 Apr 87
11 Apr 87
11 Apr 87
20 Aug 87
16 Apr 90
11 Apr 87
10 Apr87
14 May 83
19 Apr 91
1
22
3
14
1
35
3
3
3
3
24
7
7
16
5
3
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
36
43
24
26
yes
yes
yes
APPENDIX III. Concluded.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in surveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 5 92-'95?
Beaverdam Creek system:
Beaverdam Creek
TVA Maps 40 SE & 41 NE; TVA-588
Cow Hollow
Coble @ Hwy 50
Beaverdam Creek
@ hwy 50, 0.5 air mi. E Coble
Beaverdam Creek
1 mi. E Coble
Beaverdam Creek
3 mi. E Coble
Beaverdam Creek
4 mi. N Aena
Brushy Fork
N Aena @ TN 48
Piney Fork
Aea @ TN 48
Piney Fork
Aeam
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
Hickman
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
UMMZ 105284
INHS 58414
UT 91.1629
INHS 82756
INHS 77817
INHS 77593
USNM 230491
USNM 231310
INHS 61767
4
5
6
7
12
13
14
14
17 May 37
17 Apr90
13 Sep 78
26 Jun 78
2 Sep77
3 Sep 77
29 Nov 69
26 Nov 69
23 Apr 86
4
17
6
1
1
3
7
4
6
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
APPENDIX IV. Historic collection records for the fringed darter, Etheostoma crossopterum. and the blackfin
darter, Etheostoma nieripinne. in the Shoal Creek system. Localities are shown in Figure 4.
Stream Name County State Catalogue # Date # of # in surveyed
Common Location specimens Fig. 4 '92-'95?
Etheostoma crossoiterum
Eastern tribs:
Cannerday Branch Lauderdale
ca. 2 mi. from Lone Church off Co. Rd. 47
trib. to Cowpen Creek Lauderdale
jet. Co. Rds. 8 & 34, parallel to Co. Rd. 34
Cowpen Creek Lauderdale
jet Co. Rds. 8 & 34, parallel to Co. Rd. 8
Cowpen Creek Lauderdale
jct. Co. Rds. 8 &34
spring (Cowpen Creek) Lauderdale
3 mi. W. Green Hill @ jt. Hwys 8 and 34
Butler Creek:
Little Butler Creek Lauderdale
ca. 0.5 mi. S Pruinon, @ Co. Rd. 61
Little Butler Creek Lauderdale
T1S, R10W, Sec. 8
Little Butler Creek Lauderdale
TIS, R10W, Sec. 8
Sour Branch, Little Butler Creek Lauderdale
1.25 air mi. W Pruitton
Sour Branch, Little Butler Creek Lauderdale
@ Co. Rd. 8, ca. 1 mi. W Pruitton
Little Butler Creek Wayne
0.25 mi. N TN-AL state line, 0.3 mi. E TN Hwy 13
Knob Creek:
Crews Branch Lawrence
@ Crewstown
Other tribs:
Brewer Branch Lawrence
0.5 mi. S Wayland Springs @ Hwy 242
AL AMNH 36556
AL CU 64502
AL CU 64503
AL AMNH 36555
AL INHS 88603
AL AMNH 35562
AL UAIC 5154.07
AL AUM 2900.17
AL CU 65505
AL AMNH 36561
TN CU 64508
TN INHS 62796
TN INHS 58383
18 May 76
18 Mar 73
18 Mar 73
17 May 76
16 Jun84
22 Feb 76
30 Apr 76
19 May 76
18 Mar 73
22 Feb 76
18 Mar 73
3
18
7
8
1
3
6
2
2
3
2
98
99
100
100
100
106
106
106
108
108
112
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
12 Apr 87 12 178 yes
18 Apr 90 1 147 yes
Etheostoma niriininne
trib., Crowson Creek
1 mi. W Red Hill @ Big Spring Rd
Crowson Creek
1 mi. NW Red Hill @ Hwy 241
Shoal Creek
2.3 mi. Ejct. US 43 & US 64@ US 64
Lawrence
Lawrence
Lawrence
TN INHS 62798
TN INHS 68235
TN UT 91.98
13 Apr 87
13 Apr 78
195
196
208
yes
yes
no
APPENDIX V.
Localities surveyed for E. cra and E. neopterum by INHS and GSA personnel during 1992-1995.
The number preceding each locality corresponds to localities in Figure 6. The phrase "no Catonotus"
indicates that no members of the E. squamiceps complex were collected; "present" = less than 10
individuals were collected in 20-30 minutes of sampling, no large breeding population exists;
"common" = more than 10 individuals were collected in 20-30 minutes of sampling, usually 3-5
breeding males with nests present; "abundant" = more than 20 individuals were collected in 15-20
minutes of sampling, breeding males and nests numerous. Most individuals were returned to the
point of capture, only voucher specimens were preserved from selected sites.
Sinking Creek system, Lauderdale Co., AL - no Catonotus: lowland, muddy, sluggish habitat
1. Sinking Creek, T3S, R12W, Sec. 18, SE/4, GSA-1992
2. Sinking Creek, T3S, R12W, Sec. 4, SE/4 & Sec. 3, SW/4, INHS 18 April 1995
3. Sinking Creek, T3S, R12W, Sec. 2 SE/4 & Sec. 3, SW/4, INHS 18 April 1995
4. Sinking Creek, T3S, R12W, Sec. 1, INHS 18 April 1995
5. Sinking Creek, T3S, R12W, Sec. 2, NE/4, INHS 18 April 1995
6. Sinking Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 35, SE/4, INHS 18 April 1995
7. Sinking Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 34, NE/4, INHS 18 April 1995
8. Sinking Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 34, SE/4, INHS 18 April 1995
9. Sinking Creek, T3S, R12W, Sec. 5, NE/4, INHS 18 April 1995
10. Sinking Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 19, SE/4, INHS 18 April 1995
Colbert Creek system, Lauderdale Co., AL - no Catonotus: upland streams, but hardpacked
substrate throughout
11. Colbert Creek, T2S, R13W, Sec. 28, NE/4, GSA-1992
12. Colbert Creek, T2S, R13W, Sec. 14, SW/4, INHS 18 April 1995
13. Colbert Creek, T2S, R13W, Sec. 13, SW/4, INHS 18 April 1995
14. Colbert Creek, T2S, R13W, Sec. 13, NW/4, INHS 18 April 1995
Cypress Creek system - E. amna only
15. Burcham Creek, TIS, R13W, Sec. 25, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4187.11 (7) 25 Feb 1992 £ ~nna common
18. Burcham Creek, T1S, R12W, Sec. 31, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4169.11 (1) 29 January 1992; GSA 4186.11 (12) 25 February 1992 £. corona common
19. Bruton Branch, T1S, R13W, Sec. 36, Lauderdale Co., AL
2 April 1995 E•. £rona abundant
20. Burcham Creek, 2 mi. SE Stewartsville, T2S, R12W, Sec. 8, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4185.05 (3) 25 February 1992 E. £n£MA present
APPENDIX V. Continued.
Cypress Creek system
21. Burcham Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 16, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4183.13 (14) 25 February 1992 E. corona common
22. Burcham Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec.14, SW/4, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
23. Lindsey Creek, T1S, R13W, Sec. 24, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
24. Lindsey Creek, T2S, R13W, Sec. 14, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4175.11 (12) 30 January 1992 E. or£na common
25. Lindsey Creek T1S, R13W, Sec. 24, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4162.09 (12) 14 January 1992 E. orona conimon
26. Lindsey Creek, 1.2 mi. N Hwy 20 @ Co. Rd 5, Lauderdale Co., AL
16 August 1994 E. corna abundant
27. Lindsey Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 29, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4161.10 (6) 14 January 1992; GSA 4163.08 (25) 15 January 1992;
GSA 4170.09 (11) 29 January 1992; GSA 4188.08 (1) 25 February 1992 . corona common
29. Lindsey Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 4, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4165.13 (2) 15 January 1992 E. corona present
30. Lindsey Creek T2S, R12W, Sec. 3, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4166.18 (6) 29 January 1992 . corona present
34. Threet Creek, T1S, R12W, Sec. 18, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA - 1992 no Catonotus
35. Threet Creek, 0.5 mi. N Threet @ Hwy 5, TIS, R12W, Sec. 20, NW/4, Lauderdale Co, AL
INHS 33355 (4) 16 August 1994 E. corona present
37. North Fork Cypress Creek, 3 mi. N Threet @ Hwy 10, T1S, R12W, Sec. 5, NW/5
Lauderdale Co., AL INHS 33394 (10) 16 August 1994 E. coroa abundant
38. North Fork Cypress Creek, TIS, R12W, Sec. 7, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4167.13 (16) 29 January 1992; GSA 4174.12 (11) 30 January 1992 E£ corona abundant
39. Cemetery Branch, T1S, R12W, Sec. 8, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4168.12 (67) 29 January 1992 £. oona abundant
39. Cemetery Branch, TIS, R12W, Sec. 17, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4160.20 (35) 14 January 1992 £. Crna abundant
40. Cypress Creek, 1 mi. WSW Cloverdale, TIS, R12W, Sec. 17, Lauderdale Co. AL
2 April 1995 Ecorna present - stream too big
41. Cypress Creek, 1 mi. WSW Cloverdale, TS, R12W, Sec. 35, Lauderdale Co. AL
INHS 33675 (2) November 1994 £. uoronn present
42. Cypress Creek, 1 mi. WSW Cloverdale, TiS, R12W, Sec. 27, Lauderdale Co. AL
2 April 1995 no Catonotzu I stream too big
APPENDIX V. Continued.
Cypress Creek system
43. Cypress Creek, T2S, R12W, Sec. 11, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4176.10(1) 30 January 1992 E. corona present
44. Middle Cypress Seep, T2S, R12W, Sec.2, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA - 1992 no Catonotus
45. Oakley Spring Branch (Middle Cypress Cr), 1.5 mi. SE Cloverdale @ Hwy 157,
Lauderdale Co. AL 17 April 1995 E. corona common 10 observed, none preserved
48. Greenbriar Branch (Middle Cypress Creek), 2 mi. W Johnson Crossroads @ Hwy 10,
T1S, R12W, Sec. 15, SE/4 Lauderdale Co., AL INHS 33369 (11) 16 August 1994
E. corona common
49. trib., Greenbriar Branch (Middle Cypress Creek), T1S, R12W, Sec. 10 Lauderdale Co., AL
2 April 1995 E. co~ma abundant
52. Latham Branch (Cypress Creek), 1 mi. NE Johnson Crossroads, T1S, R12W, Sec. 13, NE/4,
Lauderdale Co, Al INHS 33399 (14) 16 August 1994 E. cona common
55. Middle Cypress Creek, TIS, R11W, Sec. 6, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4172.15 (6) 30 January 1992 E. coroa common
56. May Branch (Middle Cypress Cr), 1 mi. NE Bethel Grove Church, T1S, 11W, Sec. 6, SW/4,
Lauderdale Co., AL 16 August 1994 juvenile E. coona common
57. May Branch, 3 mi. E Cypress Inn @ Hwy 227, Wayne Co., TN 17 April 1995
E. corna abundant
58. Middle Cypress Creek, 5 mi. E Cypress Inn @ Hwy 227, Wayne Co., TN 2 April 1995
E. corona present
59. trib., Spain Branch (Middle Cypress Cr), 0.5 mi. W Crossroads @ Gillchrist Rd,
Wayne Co., TN 17 April 1995 no Catonotu - stream dry
60. Spain Branch (Middle Cypress Creek), 1 mi. W Crossroads @ Gillchrist Rd, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 E. £orL a present
61. Middle Cypress Creek, 2.5 mi. SW Crossroads @ Gillchrist Rd, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream too big
62. Middle Cypress Creek, 2.5 mi W Crossroads @ Spain Rd, Wayne Co., TN
INHS 36294 (8) 17 April 1995 E. coroUn abundant
63. trib., Dulin Branch (Cypress Creek), 1 mi. W Cypress Inn @ Hwy 227, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 E. SorEOA common
64. Dulin Branch (Cypress Creek), 1.5 mi. NE Cypress Inn @ Will Scott Rd, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 no CatonotM us silted, isolated drying pools
66. Moore Branch (Cypress Cr), 3.5 mi NW Cypress Inn @ Moore Branch Rd, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 E. orona common
67. Cypress Creek, 6 mi. S Collinwood @ Natchez Trace Parkway, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 E. ~aona common
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68. trib., Cypress Creek, 6 mi. S Collinwood @ Harper Cemetery Rd, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 E. corona common
69. Little Cypress Creek, 1.5 mi. NW Crossroads @ Little Cypress Creek Rd., Wayne Co., TN
16 August 1994, 17 April 1995 type locality -E. corona abundant
70. trib, Little Cypress Cr, 1 mi NE Crossroads @ Chapel Rd, Wayne Co., TN 17 April 1995
E. corona common
71. trib., Little Cypress Creek, 0.5 mi. E Crossroads @ Burs Chapel Rd, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
72. Dry Branch (Little Cypress Creek), 2.5 mi WSW Fairview @ Hwy 227, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 E. corona common
73. Little Cypress Creek, 3/4 mi. W Fairview @ Hwy 227, Wayne Co., TN 17 April 1995
E. corona abundant
74. Little Dry Branch (Little Cypress Cr), 1.5 mi. W Fairview @ Hwy 227, Wayne Co., TN
17 April 1995 no Catonotus - isolated drying pools
75. Dry Branch (Little Cypress Creek), 2.5 mi SW Fairview @ Whitton School Rd,
Wayne Co., TN INHS 35950 (3) 17 April 1995 E. rona abundant
76. Little Dry Branch (Little Cypress Cr), 2 mi. WW Fairview @ Whitton School Rd,
Wayne Co., TN 17 April 1995 no Catonotus - isolated drying pools
77. Olive Spring (Little Cypress Creek), T1S, R11W, Sec. 21, Lauderdale Co., AL 17 April 1995
E. corona abundant
78. Gray Branch & trib. (Cypress Cr.), 2.5 mi. NW Zip City @ Hwy 11, T1S, R1 1W, Sec. 10,
NW/4 Lauderdale Co, Al INHS 33366(1) 16 August 1994 coron present
80. Little Cypress Creek, 2 mi. W Zip City @ Hwy 8, TIS, R 11W, Sec. 21, SE/4,
Lauderdale Co., AL 3 November 1994 no Catonotmus stream too large
81. Ijams Branch (Little Cypress Creek), 2 mi. NW Sharps Mill T2S, R11W, Sec. 5, NW/4,
Lauderdale Co., AL INHS 33989 (2) 17 April 1995 1994 E. cor common
82. trib., Little Cypress Creek, T2S, R11W, Sec. 8 Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
83. Chisholm Branch, 1.5 mi N Underwood @ Hwy 24, Lauderdale Co., AL INHS 36295 (2)
17 April 1995 , crs a present
84. Cypress Creek, T2S, R11W, Sec. 31, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
85. Little Cypress Creek, T2S, R11W, Sec. 32, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
86. Cox Creek, T3S, 11W, Sec. 4, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotua
89. Buffler Spring (Cypress Cr), 1.5 mi. NE Mars Hill @ Mars Hill Rd, Lauderdale Co., AL
T2S, R11W, Sec. 25 NE/4 GSA 4235.02 (4) 1 April 1992; INHS 33526 (16) 16 August 1994
E. corona abundant
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90. trib., Wilson Spring (Cox Creek), T2S, R10W, Sec. 30 Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4429.02 (1) 1 April 1992; GSA 4235.03 (1) 23 February 1993 E. gorona common
91. spring, Wilson Spring (Cox Creek), T2S, R10W, Sec. 20, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 5365.04 (93) 29 March 1991; 2 April 1995 E. corona abundant
Shoal Creek system - E. neopterum, E. crossopterum, and E. nigripinne
92. St. Florian Branch, Hwy 47, T2S, R10W, Sec. 18, SE/4, Lauderdale Co., AL
3 November 1994 no Catonotus - too small - occasional isolated pools
93. trib., St. Florian Branch, Hwy 47, T2S, R10W, Sec. 17, SW/4, Lauderdale Co., AL
3 November 1994 no Catonotus - too small - occasional isolated pools
94. St. Florian Branch, 1 mi. E St Florian on road to Tate-Russell Cemetery,
T2S, R10W, Sec. 21, NW/4, Lauderdale Co., AL 3 November 1994 INHS 33650 (15)
E. crossonterum abundant
95. Brotherick Branch, 1 mi. N Bailey Springs, T2S, R10W, Sec.3, SW/4, Lauderdale Co., AL
16 August 1994 no Catonotus
96. Lawson Spring, T2s, R10W, Sec 6, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
97. Keithly Branch, TIS, R10W, Sec. 33, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
98. Cannerday Branch (Cowpen Creek), ca. 2 mi. from Lone Church off Hwy 47,
Lauderdale Co., AL 2 April 1995 E. crossoterum abundant
99. Cowpen Creek, jct Co. rds 8 & 34, parallel to 34, Lauderdale Co., AL
2 April 1995 E. crossomterum abundant
101. Shoal Creek, T1S, R10W, Sec. 21, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA - 1992
no Catonotus stream too large
102. Indiancamp Creek, T1S, Rl 1W, Sec. 25, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 5366.05 (3) 29 March 1991; GSA 4228.05 (2) 1 April 1992;
GSA 4405.04 (2) 2 April 1993; 3 November 1994 E. crolsoterum common
103. Indiancamp Creek, 1.5 mi E Zip City along Co. Rd. 8, TIS, R IW, Sec.24, SW/4,
Lauderdale Co., AL 2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
104. Storey Branch, 2.5 mi. S Pruitton @ Co. Rd. 61, TIS, RI 1W, Sec. 19, NE/4, Lauderdale Co.,
AL 2 April 1995 no Catonatua - stream dry
106. Little Butler Creek, TIS, RIOW, Sec. 8, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4403.10(1) 1 April 1993 £,neonterum present
17 August 1994 E. rmossoterum present
The stream is generally too big for Catonotus; historical records for both
E. crossoterum & E. neoDterum
107. Butler Creek, @ Pruitton, Lauderdale Co., TN, 2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream too big
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108. Sour Branch (Butler Creek), TiS, R10W, Sec. 6, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 4145.14 (1) 8 November 1991; GSA 4307.17 (1) 31 March 1992
E. neopterum present
GSA 4145.15 (2) 8 November 1991; GSA 4307.14 (4) 31 March 1992;
GSA 4404.06(1) 1 April 1993
E. crossonterum present
INHS 35913 (1) 2 April 1995
E. neopterum present
17 Aug. 94: no Catonotus - stream is generally too big for Catonotus
109. Sour Branch (Butler Creek), 2 mi. NW Pruitton, ca. 1 mi. N Hwy 11, Lauderdale Co., AL
T1S, R11W, Sec. 1, NW/4, 2 April 1995 E. neopterum common
110. Little Butler Creek, 3 mi. W Pruitton @ Hwy 11, Lauderdale Co., AL
T1S, R11W, Sec. 1, SW/4 INHS 35919 (2) 2 April 1995 E. crossopterum common
112. Little Butler Creek, 0.25 mi. N AL-TN State line, 0.3 mi. E TN 13, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 E. neopterum common
113. Shoal Creek, T1S, R10W, Sec. 10, Lauderdale Co., AL GSA-1992 no Catonotus
114. trib., Wolf Creek, 2.5 mi. Iron City @ Daley Rd, Lawrence Co., TN 3 November 1994
INHS 33684 (2) E. crossoterum present
115. Stults Branch (Butler Creek), 1 mi. W Cedar Grove Church, Wayne Co., TN 2 April 1995
E. neoptezrm present
116. Stults Branch (Butler Creek), 0.75 mi. NE Fairview @ Fairview Church Rd, Wayne Co., TN
INHS 33517 (5) 17 August 1994; INHS 35945 (5) 2 April 1995 E. neopterum common
117. Stults Branch (Butler Creek), 1 mi. N Fairview @ Middle Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - substrate hardpacked gravel; tree removal in progress
118. Butler Creek, 0.25 mi. NE Cedar Grove Church @ Bromley Rd, Wayne Co., TN 2 April 1995
no Catonotus - stream too big
119. Mill Branch (Butler Creek), 2 mi. ENE Fairview @ Stults Branch Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 E. neopterum present, probably common to abundant upstream (no access)
120. Mill Branch (Butler Creek), 2 mi. N Fairview @ Middle Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotu - stream dry
121. Butler Creek, Cedar Grove Rd @ mouth of Swanegan Branch, Wayne Co., TN
17 August 1994 E. neopterum present
122. Swanegan Branch (Butler Creek), 2.5 mi. W Lower Holly Spring, 1.7 mi. N Cedar Grove
Church, Wayne Co., TN INHS 33500 (3) 17 August 1994; 2 April 1995
E. neopterum present, probably common to abundant upstream (no access)
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123. spring, Butler Creek, 3 mi. NE Fairview along Last Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 E. neopterum common
124. trib., Butler Creek, 3 mi. N Fairview @ Middle Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
125. Fantail Branch (Butler Creek), 4 mi. N Fairview @ Fantail Branch Rd, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream too big; substrate hard-packed
126. Fantail Branch (Butler Creek), 4 mi. NW Fairview @ Fantail Branch Rd, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 E. neopterum present; substrate hardpacked
127. First Butler Creek, 5 mi. N Fairview @ First Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN,
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream too big
128. trib., First Butler Creek, 5 mi. NNW Fairview @ First Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 INHS 35914 (3) E. neopterum abundant
129. First Butler Creek, 4 mi. S Collinwood @ Littleton Rd, Wayne Co., TN 3 November 1994
INHS 33730 (5) E. neopterum common; complete removal of riparian downstream
130. Middle Butler Creek, 3.5 mi. SE Woodlawn along Middle Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream too big and too swift
131. trib., Middle Butler Creek, 3.5 mi. SE Woodlawn @ Middle Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
132. Middle Butler Creek, 1.5 mi. S Woodlawn @ Pendergrass Rd, Wayne Co, TN 2 April 1995
INHS 35924 (2) E. negnterum common
133. trib., Last Butler Creek, 0.5 mi. N Butler Grove Church along Mennonite Rd, Wayne Co, TN
1 April 1995 INHS 35693 (8) £. neopterum abundant
134. Thompson Hollow (Last Butler Cr), 1.4 mi. SE jet, Railroad Bed - Iron City Rd & Thompson
Hollow Rd along Thompson Hollow Rd (4 mi SE Woodlawn), Wayne Co., TN 1 April 1995
INHS 35959 (6) ,. neopterum abundant
135. Last Butler Creek, 2 mi. SE Woodlawn @ Last Butler Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN 2 April 1995
E. neopterum abundant
136. trib., Holly Creek, Lower Holly Creek Church @ Berlin Hollow Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream substrate hardpacked
137. trib., Holly Creek, 1 mi. S Coming @ Railroad Bed - Iron City Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream substrate hardpacked
138. Holly Creek, Coming @ Holly Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN 17 August 1994
no Catonotus - stream too big
139. Blackwell Branch (Holly Cr-Shoal Cr), Corning@ Railroad Bed - Iron City Rd,
Wayne Co, TN 2 April 1995 no Catonotua - stream substrate hardpacked
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140. Robertson Spring, Upper Holly Creek Church @ Railroad Bed - Iron City Rd,
Wayne Co, TN 2 April 1995 no Catonotus - swampy habitat
141. Williams Branch (Holly Creek), 2 mi. N Coming @ Williams Hollow Rd, Wayne Co., TN
1 April 1995 INHS 35961 (1) E. crossopterum present; substrate hardpacked
142. trib., Holly Creek, 2.5 mi. N Coming @ Caperton Hollow Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
143. trib., Holly Creek, 3 mi. NW Coming @ Railroad Bed - Iron City Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
144. Holly Creek, 6 mi. SE Collinwood @ Holly Creek Rd., Wayne Co., TN 3 November 1994
INHS 33731 (2) E. neopterum present
145. trib., Holly Creek, 3.5 mi. NW Coming @ Holly Creek Rd, Wayne Co., TN 1 April 1995
INHS 35960 (9) E. neopterum abundant
146. Holly Creek, 4 mi. NW Coming @ Railroad Bed - Iron City Rd, Wayne Co, TN
2 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream substrate hard-packed
147. Brewer Branch, Wayland Springs @ Hwy 242, Lawrence Co, TN
17 August 1994 INHS 33519 (2), 31 March 1995 INHS 35965 (1) £. crossopterum present
148. Brewer Branch, 2 mi. N Wayland Springs @ Holly Creek Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
31 March 1995 no Catonotus - too small, isolated pools
149. trib., Shoal Creek, 1.5 mi. NE Wayland Springs @ Railroad Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
31 March 1995 no Catontus - isolated pools, substrate hard-packed
150. Tidwell Branch, 4.5 mi W Loretto @ Tidwell Hollow Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
3 November 1994 no Catonotus - isolated pools
151. Tidwell Branch, 5.5 mi W Loretto @ Tidwell Hollow Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
3 November 1994 no Catonotus - isolated pools
152. Caney Branch, 2.5 mi. NW Loretto @ Clark Branch Rd, Lawrence Co, TN
3 November 1994 INHS 33736 (4) E. crossopterum common
153. trib., Shoal Creek, 2 mi. NE Wayland Springs @ Railroad Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
31 March 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
154. trib., Shoal Creek, 2.5 mi. NE Wayland Springs @ Railroad Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
31 March 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
155. trib., Shoal Creek, 3 mi. NE Wayland Springs @ Hardin Loop Rd (2 bridges),
Lawrence Co., TN 31 March 1995 no Catonotus - isolated pools, substrate hardpacked
156. Kimble Creek (Factory Creek), 1 mi. SW Westpoint @ Collinwood Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
31 March 1995 no Catonotus - landowners complaining of heavy logging along the ridges;
heavy silt load in the stream
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157. Red Branch (Factory Creek), 1 mi. W Westpoint A Story Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
31 March 1995 no Catonotus - high gradient riffle/run habitat, no pools
158. California Branch (Factory Creek), 5 mi. SE Shawnettee @ jct. Factory Cr Rd & California Rd,
Wayne Co., TN INHS 35978 (10) 31 March 1995 E. crossopterum abundant; bedrock and
slabrock substrate with extensive reaches of undercut banks
160. Luker Creek (Factory Creek), 5 mi. E Shawnettee @ Luker Cr Rd, Wayne Co., TN
INHS 35964 (2) 31 March 1995 E. neopterum common
161. Little Shawnettee Creek (Factory Creek), Shawnettee, Wayne Co., TN INHS 35970 (1)
31 March 1995 E. crossopterum present;gradient relatively high
162. Shawnettee Creek (Factory Creek), 1 mi. SW Shawnettee @ Shawnettee Cr Rd,
Wayne Co., TN INHS 36026 (3) 31 March 1995 E. crossoterum abundant; bedrock and
slabrock substrate with extensive reaches of undercut banks
163. Shawnettee Creek and trib. (Factory Creek), along Shawnettee Rd ca. 0.5 mi. W Kelton Hollow
Rd, Wayne Co., TN 31 March 1995 £ crosWmpterum present; gradient relatively high
164. Double Branch (Factory Creek), 5.5 mi. NE Woodlawn @ three crossings by Double Branch
Rd, Wayne Co., TN 2 April 1995 no Catonotus . high gradient riffle/run habitat, no pools
165. Double Branch (Factory Creek), 4.5 mi. ENE Woodlawn @ two crossings by Double Branch
Rd, Wayne Co., TN 2 April 1995 no Catonotus - high gradient riffle/un habitat, no pools
166. Robinson Creek (Factory Creek), 2 mi. SE Factory along Robinson Branch Rd, Wayne Co., TN
INHS 35954 (2) 1 April 1995 E. neopterum present; gradient high, substrate hardpacked
167. Adams Branch (Factory Creek), 1.5 mi. SE Factory @ Robinson Branch Rd and 0.5 mi.
upstream of bridge, Wayne Co., TN 1 April 1995 no Catonotus - substrate hardpacked
168. Kilburn Branch (Factory Creek), 1 mi. S Factory @ Kilbum Branch Rd, Wayne Co., TN
1 April 1995 no Catonotu. stream is too large here; no access upstream; cobble/gravel (versus
bedrock) substrate suggests that E. neopterum may occur in the headwaters
169. Stoeball Branch (Factory Creek), 1.5 mi. W Factory @ Natchez Trace Parkway,
Wayne Co., TN
INHS 35975 (2) 31 March 1995 E. crossoterum present
INHS 35976 (1) 30 March 1995 E. neopterum present
170. Sweetwater Branch (Factory Creek), 2 mi. NW Factory @ Sweetwater Rd, Wayne Co., TN
INHS 33930 (2) 31 March 1995 E. neopterum present; stream gradient relatively high
171. Scab Branch (Factory Creek), 5.5 mi. SE Waynesboro @ Sweetwater Rd (1 mi. NW Factory),
Wayne Co., TN INHS 33521 (8) 17 August 1994; INHS 35969 (1) 31 March 1995
E. neopterum present
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172. Glenrock Creek (Factory Creek), N Factory @ lower Glenrock Rest Area, Natchez Trace
Parkway, Wayne Co., TN 1 April 1995 no Catonotus - bedrock/slabrock with undercut banks;
gradient relatively high
173. Glenrock Creek (Factory Creek), N Factory @ upper Glenrock Rest Area, Natchez Trace
Parkway, Wayne Co., TN 1 April 1995 no Catonotu - bedrock/slabrock with undercut banks;
gradient relatively high
174. Glenrock Creek (Factory Creek), 2 NNE Factory along Natchez Trace Parkway,
Wayne Co., TN 1 April 1995 no Catonotus - fractured bedrock; series of small waterfalls
175. Scab Branch (Factory Creek), 2 mi. NNW Factory, ca. 0.5 mi. SEjct Scab Br Rd & Dixon
Hollow Rd INHS 35949 (2) 31 March 1995 E. neopterum common
176. trib., Chisholm Creek, E Westpoint @ Westpoint Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
3 November 1994 no Catonotus - muddy lowland habitat
177. trib., Goslin Branch (Knob Creek), 2 mi. NW Mt. Zion @ Goslin Rd. Lawrence Co., TN
INHS 35956 (3) 30 March 1995 E. crosspterum common
178. Crews Branch (Knob Creek), Crewstown @ Hwy 242. Lawrence Co., TN 30 March 1995
E. crossopterum abundant
179. Greenbrier Branch, 1.5 mi. N town of Long Branch @ Greenbrier Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
INHS 35963 (4) 30 March 1995 . crossopterum abundant
180. Aaron Branch (Chisholm Creek), 1 mi. E Lodi @ Waterloo Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
INHS 33733 (10) 2 November 1994 E. crossopterum abundant
181. trib., Aaron Branch (Chisholm Creek), 1 mi. NE Lodi @ Rochelle Cemetery Rd,
2 November 1994 no Catonotus too small
182. Reed Patch Creek (Chisholm Creek), 1.5 mi. N Lodi @ Key West Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
31 March 1995 £. croissaptum common
183. Suckstem Branch (Chisholm Creek), 2.5 mi. NE Factory @ Suckstem Branch Rd,
Wayne Co., TN no Catonotua - gradient high; bedrock substrate
184. Staggs Branch (Chisholm Creek), 2 mi. S Ovilla @ Chisholm Cr Rd. Lawrence Co,. TN
INHS 33652 (2) 2 November 1994; INHS 35962 (2) 31 March 1995
E. crosspterum present; poor water quality
185. Piney Creek (Knob Creek), 2 mi. SW Deerfield Lawrence Co., TN 2 November 1994
E. crossom trum present; poor water quality
186. Grandaddy Creek (Knob Creek), 2 mi. S Deerfield @ Grandaddy Rd,, Lawrence Co, TN
30 March 1995 E. crossonterum present; poor water quality
187. Grandaddy Creek (Knob Creek), 1.5 mi. S Deerfield @ Kelso Rd,, Lawrence Co, TN
2 November 1994, 30 March 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
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188. Spring Creek (Knob Creek), 1 mi. NNE town of Spring Creek @ Waterloo Rd.
Lawrence Co., TN 2 November 1994 E. crossoaterum common
189. Pond Creek, 1 mi. W Lawrenceburg city limits @ Grandaddy Rd, Lawrence Co., TN
30 March 1995 no Catonotus - too small
190. Pond Creek, 1 mi. SW Lawrenceburg city limits @ Hwy 242, Lawrence Co., TN
30 March 1995 no Catontus - sluggish; heavy siltation from logging
191. Coon Creek, 2 mi. SW Lawrenceburg @ entrance to Raven Bluff Private Estates,
Lawrence Co., TN INHS 36027 (12) 30 March 1995 E. crossopterum abundant
192. trib., Crowson Creek, 0.5 mi. NW Lawrenceburg city limits @ US 64, Lawrence Co., TN
30 March 1995 no Catonotus - isolated pools
193. trib., Crowson Creek, 1 mi. NW Lawrenceburg city limits @ US 64, Lawrence Co., TN
30 March 1995 no Catonotus isolated pools
194. Sowell Branch (Crowson Cr), 2 mi. SE Red Hill @ US 64, Lawrence Co., TN
INHS 35957 (11) 30 March 1995 E. nirininne abundant
195. trib., Crowson Creek, 1 mi. W Red Hill @ Big Spring Rd, Lawrence Co., TN 30 March 1995
E. nigriuinne common
196. Crowson Creek, 1 mi. NW Red Hill @ Hwy 241, Lawrence Co., TN 30 March 1995
E. nigripinne common
197. Crawfish Creek (Little Shoal Creek), Flatwoods @ Hwy 242, Lawrence Co., TN
30 March 1995 no Catonotua -stream ditched; degraded from livestock runoff
198. Crawfish Creek (Little Shoal Creek), 1.5 mi. SW Flatwoods @ Fleming Springs,
Lawrence Co., TN INHS 35966 (2) 30 March 1995 E. nimrilinne present - stream degraded
from livestock runoff
199. Little Shoal Creek, E Ethridge @ Dooley Rd, Lawrence Co, TN INHS 36025 (10)
30 March 1995 E. nigrininne abundant
200. Crossfield Branch (Little Shoal Creek), 1.5 mi. SE Ethridge @ Snell Rd & Pleasant Valley Rd,
Lawrence Co., TN 30 March 1995 no Catontus - no fishes observed
201. trib., Little Shoal Creek, 1 mi. N Lawrenceburg city limits @ US 43, Lawrence Co., TN
30 March 1995 no Catonotu - stream dry
202. trib., Little Shoal Creek, 0.5 mi. N Lawrenceburg city limits @ US 43, Lawrence Co., TN
30 March 1995 no Catonotua - stream dry
203. Big Dry Branch, 0.75 mi. NE Lawrenceburg city limits @ Maddox Town Rd,
Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
204. Big Dry Branch, 0.75 mi. NE Lawrenceburg city limits @ Weakely Creek Rd,
Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
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205. Mclean Creek, Lawrenceburg eastern city limits @ US 64, Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995
no Catonotus
206. Bealer Fork, 1.25 mi. E Mars Hill @ Weakely Creek Rd, Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995
no Catonotus stream dry
207. trib., Bealer Fork, 1.5 mi. SE Mars Hill @ Martin Rd, Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995
no Catonotus- stream dry
209. Shoal Creek, 1 mi. W New Prospect @ US 64, Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995
no Catonotus - stream dry
210. Dry Land Creek, 0.5 mi. NW New Prospect @ Norton Rd, Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995
no Catonotus - stream dry
211. Dry Land Creek, 0.5 mi. N New Prospect @ Miller Lane, Lawrence Co., TN 18 April 1995
no Catonotus stream dry
Sixmile Creek E. crossopterum and E nigripinne
212. Six Mile Creek (Tennessee River), T2S, R9W, Sec. 6, Lauderdale Co., AL
GSA 5347.08 25 March 1991 mixed collection of E. crossopterum and E. nigripinne
APPENDIX VI.
Localities surveyed for E. pseudovulatum by INHS personnel during 1994-1995. The number
preceding each locality corresponds to localities in Figure 7. The phrase "no Catonotus" indicates
that no members of the E. squamiceps complex were collected; "present" = less than 10 individuals
were collected in 20-30 minutes of sampling, no large breeding population exists; "common" =
more than 10 individuals were collected in 20-30 minutes of sampling, usually 3-5 breeding males
with nests present; "abundant" = more than 20 individuals were collected in 15-20 minutes of
sampling, breeding males and nests numerous. Most individuals were returned to the point of
capture, only voucher specimens were preserved from selected sites.
southern tributaries, Duck River
1. West Fork Wolf Creek, 4 mi. W Coble @ Wolf Creek Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
2. Middle Fork Wolf Creek, 3.5 mi. W Coble @ Mathis Loop Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
3. East Fork Wolf Creek, 3 mi. W Coble @ Mathis Loop Rd, Hickman Co., TN
INHS 33682 (1) 4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 E. seudovulatum present; substrate
hardpacked, gradient relatively high
4. Cow Hollow (Beaverdam Creek), Coble @ Hwy 50, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 . pseudovulatum abundant
5. Beaverdam Creek, 0.5 mi. E Coble @ Hwy 50, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 E. seudovulatum present; stream too large for large breeding population
7. Beaverdam Creek, 3 mi. E Coble @ Hwy 50, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 E. pseudovulatum present; stream too large for large breeding population
8. Milam Branch (Beaverdam Creek), 5.5 mi. NW Aetna @ Milam Rd, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotus - substrate hardpacked
9. Milam Branch (Beaverdam Creek), 5 mi. NW Aetna along Milam Rd, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 E pseudovulatum present
10. Wades Branch (Beaverdam Creek), 4 mi. NW Aetna @ Wades Branch Rd,
Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995 no Catonotua - stream dry
11. Wades Branch (Beaverdam Creek), 4 mi. NNW Aetna upstream from Beaverdam Rd,
Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995 E. psedozlatum common
13. Brushy Fork (Beaverdam Creek), N Aetna @ Hwy 48, Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995
Ea psedonilatum present
14. Piney Fork (Beaverdam Creek), Aetna @ Hwy 48, Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995
E. pseudovulatum commmn
15. Bear Creek, 4 mi. SW Centerville along Bear Creek Rd, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotus - only Cottus, Semotilus, Rhinichthvs abundant
16. Bear Creek, 3.5 mi. SW Centerville along Bear Creek Rd, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotua - only Cottus, Semotilus. Rhinichthys abundant
APPENDIX VI. Continued.
southern tributaries, Duck River
18. trib., Duck River, 4 mi. W Centerville @ Glenn Hinson Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
19. Rocky Branch, 4 mi. WNW Centerville @ Whitson Bend Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
20. Trace Creek, 5 mi. WNW Centerville @ Whitson Bend Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream very high gradient
21. Panther Branch, 7 mi. WNW Centerville @ Whitson Bend Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - steam dry
northern tributaries, Duck River
17. Hickman Spring, NW Centerville @ Hickman Spring Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
22. Taylor Creek, 3 mi. SE Spot @ Taylor Creek Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
23. trib., Duck River, 5 mi. S Spot @ Lowes Bend Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
24. Little Piney Creek, 4.5 mi. SW Spot @ Coble-to-Only Rd, Hickman Co., TN
4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 no Catonotua - relatively high gradient; sampled from 50 m
upstream of bridge to confluence with Duck River
25. Little Piney Creek, 3.5 mi. SW Spot, Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995
no Catonotus - high gradient, small waterfalls
26. Happy Hollow, 1.5 mi. SE Only, Hickman Co., TN 4 November 1994;
INHS 36030 (2) 3 April 1995 E. pseudovulatum present; sampled from 50 m upstream of
bridge to confluence with Duck River
27. trib., Duck River, 3 mi. SE Only, Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995
no Catonatus - stream dry
28. trib., Only Creek, town of Only @ Turkey Center Rd, Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995
no Catonotu - stream dry
29. trib., Only Creek, town of Only @ Hwy 229, Hickman Co., TN
INHS 33651 (1) 4 November 1994; 3 April 1995 E. psmdovulatum present
30. Only Creek, town of Only along Nunnelly-to-Only Rd, 150 m W Bucksnort Rd,
Hickman Co, TN INHS 35980 (2) 3 April 1995 . pseudovulatum present; sampled from
50 m upstream of bridge to confluence with Duck River
31. Only Creek, town of Only, 50 m upstream from Nunnelly-to-Only Rd, 150 m W
Bucksnort Rd, Hickman Co, TN 3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
32. Only Creek, 2 mi. E town of Only, Hickman Co, TN 3 April 1995
no Catonotus- stream dry
(NOTE: The 'Only Creek' population exists in a segment of stream less than 0.5 miles in length)
APPENDIX VI. Concluded.
Piney River system
33. Mill Creek, 1 mi. S Wrigley @ Hwy 100, Hickman Co., TN 4 November 1994; 3 April 1995
E. pseudovulatum abundant
34. Big Spring Creek, 0.75 mi. SE Bon Aqua @ Missionary Ridge Rd, Hickman Co., TN
INHS 36029 (5) 3 April 1995 E. pseudovulatum abundant
35. Little Spring Creek, 3.5 mi. ENE Pinewood @ Pinewood Rd, Hickman Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotus - poor water quality from pig farm runoff
36. Little Spring Creek, 2 mi. NE Pinewood @ PinewoQd Rd, Hickman Co., TN
INHS 36024 (2) 3 April 1995 E. pseudonulatum present; poor water quality
37. Beaver Creek, 2 mi. W TN 48, Hickman Co., TN 3 April 1995 E. pseudovulatu present
38. trib., Gamer Creek, 2.5 mi. NW Oak Grove @ Lock Hollow Rd, Dickson Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
39. Gamer Creek, 2 mi. S Tennessee City @ Jason Chapel Rd, Dickson Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotus - substrate hardpacked; few fish present
40. trib., West Piney River, 0.5 mi. N Oak Grove @ Hwy 48, Dickson Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotu - substrate hardpacked; steam channelized
41. trib., West Piney River, 2 mi. N Oak Grove @ Hillcrest Rd, Dickson Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotus - stream dry
42. Fielder Branch, 3 mi. NNW Oak Grove @ Lock Hollow Rd, Dickson Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotus - substrate hardpacked, no undercut banks
43. Fielder Branch, 3 mi. N Oak Grove @ Nelson Rd, Dickson Co., TN 3 April 1995
no Catonotu - stream dry
44. West Piney River, 0.1 mi. W Eno @ Eno Rd, Dickson Co., TN
3 April 1995 E,. seudovlatum common
45. Coon Creek, 3.5 mi. SE Tennessee City along Coon Creek Rd, Dickson Co., TN
3 April 1995 no Catonotu - substrate hardpacked, no undercut banks
46. Coon Creek, 3 mi. SE Tennessee City along Coon Creek Rd, Dickson Co., TN
INHS 35923 (10) 3 April 1995 E. seudovulatum abundant
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Plate 2. Second dorsal fins of breeding males of the 10 species of the Etheostoma squamiceps
complex. (A) . olivaceum, (B) E. nigripinne, (C) E. frbesi, (D) E. corona, (E) . crossopterum,
(F) E. suamiceps, (G) E. chienense, (H) E. oophylax (I) E. neopterum (J) E. pseudovulatum
from Piney River, (K) E. pseudovulatum from Little Piney Creek. From Page et al. (1992).
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Figure 2. Map of Shoal Creek, Cypress Creek, and adjacent systems in Alabama and Tennessee.
(1) Colbert Creek, (2) Sinking Creek, (3) Cypress Creek, (4) Cox Creek, (5) Little Cypress Creek. (6) Burcham
Creek. (7) Lindsey Creek, (8) Middle Cypress Creek. (9) Shoal Creek, (10) Sixmile Creek. (11) Little Butler Creek.
(12) Butler Creek. (13) Holly Creek, (14) Factory Creek, (15) Chisholm Creek, (16) Knob Creek. (17) Pond Creek.
(18) Crowson Creek. (19) Little Shoal Creek.
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Figure 3. Map of the Duck River system in western Hickman and southwestern Dickson counties. Tennessee.
(1) Piney River. (2) Snow Creek, (3) Only Creek, (4) Happy Hollow. (5) Little Piney Creek, (6) Wolf Creek,
(7) Beaverdam Creek. (8) Bluewater Branch, (9) Joe Branch, (10) Trace Creek, (11) Piney River. (12) Mill Creek.
(13) Garner Branch. (14) West Piney River
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Figure 4. Historic record collections for E. coroa, E. crossopterm, E. neopterum. and E. ni-riinne in the Shoal Creek. Cypress
Creek. and adjacent systems. Locality numbers correspond to the numbers in Appendices I. n. and IV.
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Figure 5. Historic record collections for E. pseudovulatum, E. crossopterum. and E. nigripinne in the
Duck River system in western Hickman and southwestern Dickson counties. Tennessee. The numbers
correspond to localities given in Appendix II.
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Figure 6. Localities surveyed in Shoal Creek, Cypress Creek. and adjacent systems by INHS and GSA personnel during 1992-1995.
The numbers in italics are historical localities that were not resurveyed during 1992-1995. The locality numbers correspond to the
numbers in Appendices I. II. IV. and V
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Figure 7. Localities surveyed for E. pseudovulatum by INHS personnel during 1994-1995.
The numbers correspond to the localities given in Appendices I and VI. Sites 6 and 12
represent historical records that were not resurveyed. The historical sites for E. crossopterum
and E. nigripinne were confirmed by resurveying the localities.
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